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Editor’s
Column

IEEE Photonics Society

Lawrence Chen
The photonics community recently lost one of its members. Like many of you, I learned on April 1 of the sad
news that Prof. Harm Dorren had passed away, shortly
after his return to the Netherlands following his participation at the Conference on Optical Fiber Communications. At just 49 years old, Harm left us far too young.
But not before he made a tremendous impact in the community. A highly respected researcher, he was also very
involved in the photonics community. Although I only
met Harm a handful of times, I recall vividly our engaging discussions on research and other topics. He was passionate, enthusiastic, and shared his energy with us all.
Harm, you will be missed.
In this month’s issue, we feature two research highlights. The first, written by Dr. David Marpaung and
Prof. Ben Eggleton from the Center for Ultrahigh Bandwidth Devices for Optical Systems at the University
of Sydney, focuses on nonlinear integrated microwave
photonics. In recent years, there has been an increasing
emphasis on developing integrated components and subsystems to realize microwave photonic signal processing
functions, motivated by the need to address a variety of
issues such as compactness, stability, and reliability of
so-called microwave photonic signal processing engines.
In this article, Dr. Marpaung and Prof. Eggleton describe
the use of on-chip stimulated Brillouin scattering and
four-wave mixing in chalcogenide integrated optics to
realize microwave photonic filters, tunable phase shifters, and subsystems for instantaneous frequency measurement. The second, written by Dr. Jeff Viens and
Prof. Younès Messaddeq from the Centre d’optique, photonique et laser at Université Laval, describes research
conducted under the Canada Excellence Research Chair
(CERC) in Photonics Innovations. In particular, recent
achievements in developing glass based materials and
specialized optical fiber for various applications including transmission in the infrared, smart textiles for body
area networking, and optical solar cables for distributing
solar energy are reviewed and discussed. Prof. Messaddeq
is one of two CERCs with research programs focused in
photonics (Prof. Robert Boyd at the University of Ottawa is the second and his research program on quantum
photonics was highlighted in the October 2013 issue).
As always, I welcome your feedback, comments, and
suggestions, especially for topics of research highlight
articles. I also welcome highlights and descriptions of
activities taking place in the various student and local
chapters. Finally, the deadline to submit to this year’s
image contest is July 1. Make sure to send in your image
in time. We want to hear from you!
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President’s
Column
Dalma Novak
“The only problem with the speed of light, is it gets here too early in
the morning.”
—Danny Nevrath
I am writing this column as I prepare to travel to San Jose
for CLEO2015 while also contemplating just how quickly this
special IYL2015 year seems to be speeding by. In the last few
months a number of special Society events have taken place. In
mid-March we had a unique opportunity to participate in the
IEEE program of activities being held as part of the South by
Southwest (SxSW) Interactive Festival in Austin, TX. SxSW
is a quite different event from the traditional technical conferences most of us are familiar with. It first started almost thirty
years ago as a music festival and subsequently added film and
multimedia components, the latter eventually being renamed
SxSW Interactive. Each year the SxSW Interactive festival creates a program of activities that focuses on previewing emerging technologies and new ideas which include a trade show,
panel sessions with speakers, networking functions, as well as a
startup accelerator. Attendance at the Interactive part of SxSW
has exceeded 30,000 in recent years and the festival is covered
extensively by the media.
The IEEE has been participating in SxSW Interactive for
several years now and this year their theme was “Future of
Identity Series” which showcased technology concepts related
to privacy and security. The Photonics Society was included
as part of the exhibition and demonstrations at the official
party headlining the IEEE’s program at SxSW Interactive;
over 800 attendees registered for the event. We had two displays featured at our SxSW booth. President-Elect Kent Choquette together with Brad Thompson, one of his graduate
students at the University of Illinois, presented a hands-on
audio transmission demonstration using a Photonics Society
laser pointer. Attendees were able to connect the audio output from their smart phones to the laser pointer, direct the
laser beam through free space to a photodetector, and then
listen to the transmitted sound on the speakers. At the other
end of the table I, along with Photonics Society staff Lauren
Mecum (Community Outreach and Development Manager)
and Christine Bluhm (Senior Manager, Society Operations),
were kept busy showcasing the International Year of Light
and our partnership with SolarAid to help eradicate the kerosene lamp from Africa by 2020. There was a lot of enthusiasm
amongst attendees to join our community’s efforts in supporting SolarAid’s mission and their Speed of Light digital
fundraising campaign. Overall the event was a big success
and participating in the IEEE’s SxSW program was a great
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opportunity for the Photonics Society to educate new audiences about light-based technologies.
As I mentioned in my last column, throughout 2015 we
will be recognizing the 50th anniversary of the founding of
the Society and the IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics with
special commemorative sessions at our conferences along with
member appreciation events. The first of these was held during
OFC2015 in Los Angeles, CA in late March where we held a
reception to celebrate our five decades of transforming science
into technology. Many of our volunteers were in attendance and
Past Presidents Fred Leonberger (1988) and James Coleman
(2010–2011) spoke to the audience about their reflections on
the Society’s role in the evolution of the photonics community
and industry. Henry Kressel who was the founding President of
the Quantum Electronics and Applications Society (the precursor to the Photonics Society) was not able to attend the reception due to last minute schedule conflicts. However he prepared
a special message for the gathering that expressed his pride in
having the opportunity to help start the Photonics Society and
discussed the important role the Society played in the progressing photonic device and fiber optic communications technologies. He ended his message by noting, “The Photonics Society
today is the central technical forum sustaining a huge international industry that touches every aspect of the industrial and
commercial world. We have truly changed the world with our
devices”. Next week during CLEO we will be hosting another
50th anniversary celebration with a reception that commemorates JQE’s 50th birthday and features current Editor-in-Chief,
Aaron Hawkins, as well as Founding Co-editor, Amnon Yariv,
who will be a special guest speaker during the evening.
Finally, I am excited to announce the start of a new major
project for the Society. This year our website will be redesigned
to feature significantly enhanced functionality, extensive content, improved integration with social media, along with a
fresh look and feel. The new site will have a clean, uncluttered
design, streamlined menus and simple navigation that will allow members and the wider photonics community to learn,
share and connect with the Society. A particularly exciting feature of the new website is a portal that will have members-only
functionality and content, including new online educational
material. I will provide updates on the progress of the new
Society website in future columns.
With warm wishes,
Dalma Novak
Pharad, LLC
d.novak@ieee.org
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Research Highlights

Nonlinear Integrated Microwave
Photonic Signal Processing
David Marpaung and Benjamin J. Eggleton, Centre for Ultrahigh bandwidth
Devices for Optical Systems (CUDOS), Institute of Photonics and Optical Science
(IPOS), School of Physics, The University of Sydney 20006 NSW,
Australia (e-mail: d.marpaung@physics.usyd.edu.au)
Abstract—Harnessing nonlinear optical effects in a photonic
chip scale has been proven useful for a number of key applications in optical communications. Microwave photonics (MWP)
can also benefit from the adoption of such a technology, creating a
new concept of nonlinear integrated microwave photonics. Here,
we look at the potential of using nonlinear optical effects in a chip
scale to enable RF signal processing with enhanced performance.
We review a number of recent results in this field, including a
high suppression microwave bandstop filters, a tunable phase
shifter, and an instantaneous frequency measurement system using on-chip nonlinearities. We also discuss the prospect of electronic and photonic integration in nonlinear integrated MWP.
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s ignals [1]. The term integrated microwave photonics (IMWP)
is used to describe research activities in this area. IMWP clearly promises a number of advantages compared to conventional
fiber-based approach. The potential of integrating a number of
different signal processing functionalities in a single chip will
lead to significant reduction in size, weight, power consumption, and cost. Moreover, the ability to integrate various functions like modulation, passive signal processing, and detection
in a single chip will lead to reduction in insertion losses, which
is the key for MWP signal processor to compete with RF signal
processor in terms of performance.
Thus far, IMWP has largely been limited to linear optical
processing. It is interesting, however, to examine the potential
of nonlinear optics in integrated platform for microwave signal
I. Introduction
processing. Optical nonlinearities (e.g., |(2) and |(3)), such as sum
Recently, there is a significant interest in exploiting photonic integrated circuits (PICs) for the processing of microwave
and difference-frequency generation (SFG/DFG), cross-phase
modulation (XPM), degenerate/non-degenerate four-wave mixing (FWM), and
stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), are
suitable candidates for MWP signal processing. This gives birth to new sub-field
of nonlinear integrated MWP [2].
Here, we review a number of recent
Tunable RF phase shifter
nonlinear 
integrated MWP demonstrations
for
frequency
agile RF signal proInstantaneous
Tunable RF
cessing, including reconfigurable filtering,
frequency
photonic filter
measurement
tunable phase shifting, and instantaneous
frequency measurements (IFM). These
functionalities exploited on-chip SBS and
FWM in chalcogenide photonic chips as
Nonlinear integrated
the highly nonlinear medium (Fig. 1a.).
microwave photonic chip
The chip can potentially find applications
in various areas including satellite and
Applications of nonlinear integrated MWP
wireless communications, radar and elecSatellite
Wireless
Radio astronomy
Electronic warfare & radar
tronic warfare, and radio astronomy (Fig.
communications
communications
1b). Finally, we discuss the future prospect
of electronic and photonic integration for
this exciting new field, to enable a programmable analog signal processor integrated monolithically in a silicon chip.
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Figure 1. (Upper) An nonlinear integrated microwave photonic chip reconfigurable
to perform different functionalities including reconfigurable filtering, tunable phase
shifting, and instantaneous frequency measurement. (Lower) The potential applications of nonlinear integrated MWP signal processing,
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II. Reconfigurable
RF Photonic Filter
Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is
the scattering of an optical pump from
June 2015
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particularly in silicon waveguides, which
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is currently challenging due to lack of
17 dB
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phonon confinement [5, 6]. The ability to
control the coherent interaction of photons
Signal
47 dB
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2 dB
and acoustic phonons in chip-sized devices
promises not only fascinating new physical
20 MHz
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insights, but also opens the path to realising key technologies on-chip [7] including
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slow light; narrow linewidth lasers; optical
Frequency (GHz)
Frequency (GHz)
(c)
(d)
frequency combs; and RF photonic filters.
In particular, SBS resonances can exhibit
linewidths of the order of 10–100 MHz. Figure 2. (a) Measured traces depicting filter responses for the conventional SSB and
Such a high resolution is unmatched by cancellation filters. For the same low pump power (8 mW), SSB filter yield 0.8 dB supmost on-chip devices because it requires pression, while cancellation filter yield 55 dB of suppression. (b) 1–30 GHz stopband
extremely low material losses and imprac- center frequency tuning. Filter suppression was kept above 51 dB in all measurements.
(c) Filtering with conventional single-sideband scheme with 17 dB SBS loss as optitically-large devices. This high quality and
cal filter. Peak attenuation at the unwanted interferer tone was 17 dB, and signal atnarrow linewidth resonance is very attrac- tenuation was 9 dB. (d) Filtering with the cancellation filter using 4 dB of SBS gain.
tive for MWP filtering.
Complete reduction of unwanted interferer was observed with low attenuation of the
Recently, remarkable progress has been desired signal (2 dB) (from Ref. [9]).
made regarding MWP tunable notch filters
based on SBS [8, 9]. A long standing problem in RF electronic
carrier are then sent into a high speed photodetector for direct
filters is to achieve wide frequency tuning simultaneously with
detection that results in RF mixing between these compohigh resolution filtering. We recently demonstrated a highly
nents. At the RF frequency where maximum sideband amplifiselective SBS integrated MWP bandstop filter in a cm-scale
cation occurs, the mixing products between sidebands and the
chalcogenide glass waveguide that operates with a low pump
optical carrier have equal amplitudes but opposite phase and
power (8–12 mW) and a low SBS gain (1–4 dB), while mainthereby cancel leading to very high signal suppression. Outside
taining high, reconfigurable resolution (32–88 MHz) and high
the SBS resonance, the signals do not completely cancel due to
stop-band rejection of >55 dB [9]. We further show that the
the amplitude difference between the sidebands. This filtering
technique contrasts with the conventional SSB approach where
filter can be tuned over a wide frequency range of 0–30 GHz,
the SBS loss/absorption resonance is used to attenuate the sideleading to a unique performance combination difficult to match
band in a single sideband (SSB) optical spectrum.
with any existing filter technology. We achieved this perforUsing the filter topology we demonstrated and compared
mance through on-chip SBS filtering of a phase and amplitudethe filtering performance of the conventional SSB approach
tailored RF-modulated optical spectrum, resulting in precise
and the novel cancellation-based filter. Fig. 2a shows the meaRF signal cancellation at a resolution comparable to state-ofsured RF magnitude responses of both the conventional and
the-art RF filters. The integrated photonic platform for the filthe cancellation approaches. In the conventional approach,
ter was a 6.5-cm long chalcogenide glass (ChG) As2S3 optical
waveguide with a cross-section of 4 nm × 850 nm and a large
a bandstop filter with moderately high suppression (20 dB)
SBS gain coefficient (g0 + 0.74 × 10–9 m/W).
can only be achieved by pumping the optical waveguide with
The filter relies on precise phase-and amplitude tailoring
a high pump power (350 mW), as shown as the blue trace.
of the RF-modulated optical spectrum at an optical modulaWhen very low pump power, in the order of 8 mW, was used
tor, prior to SBS filtering. The desired spectrum contains a
instead, the filter suppression was very shallow, of the order
dual-sideband modulation (DSB) where the optical sidebands
of 0.8 dB (green dashed trace). On the other hand, with the
are out-of-phase but have unequal amplitudes. The SBS gain
same low pump power, and a sub-1 dB SBS gain, the cancelspectrum is used to amplify the weaker sideband to achieve
ation filter can achieve 55 dB of suppression and a higher resothe same amplitude as the stronger sideband only at the peak
lution compared to the conventional filter (thick red trace).
of the gain resonance. The sidebands along with the optical
This result illustrates the superiority of the novel filter, which
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Figure 3. (a) Operating principle for the SBS-based MWP phase shifter. (a) The gain
and loss resonances from an SBS Stokes (Pump 1) and pump (Pump 2) wave cancel out,
while (b) their phase contributions add up, at the carrier frequency; PD: photodetector.
(c) Experimental setup for the SBS-based MWP phase shifter. PC: polarisation controller; MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator; DPMZM: dual-parallel MZM; SG: signal generator;
EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier; ChG: chalcogenide; VNA: vector network analyser.

exhibited impressive peak suppression and a high resolution
whilst using only low SBS gain and very low pump power. This
massive 43-fold reduction in required pump power (8 mW
versus 350 mW) highlights the energy efficiency enhancement
of the novel cancellation filter.
We also demonstrate the frequency agility of the MWP
filter by tuning the central frequency of the RF bandstop response and its 3-dB bandwidth. Central frequency tuning with
a resolution of 12.5 MHz was achieved by adjusting the frequency difference between the pump and the probe waves by
temperature tuning the probe DFB laser. The result is depicted
in Fig. 2b, where central frequency tuning from 1 to 30 GHz
was achieved. Critically, the filter suppression was maintained
above 51 dB for the entire tuning range.
To demonstrate high resolution RF filtering using the chipbased MWP filter, we consider a scenario where two RF signals,
6
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one of interest and the other unwanted
interferer, were supplied to the input of
an optical modulator. The signal of interest was band-limited with a width of
1 MHz, whilst the unwanted interfering
signal was a single frequency tone. These
were separated in frequency by 20 MHz,
and the power of the unwanted signal was
23 dB higher than the signal of interest.
We compare the filtering performance of
this input spectrum between a conventional SSB filter and the novel cancellation filter. The SSB filter was generated
using SBS loss with 28 dBm pump power
at the chip facet creating 17 dB of peak
suppression. The cancellation filter was
created using 4 dB of SBS gain from
21 dBm of pump power at the chip facet.
The chip insertion loss in these measurements was 8.8 dB. In both measurements
the filter response was aligned to have
maximum suppression at the unwanted
tone frequency of 12.002 GHz.
The measured output RF spectra with
and without the SBS pump in the conventional SSB filter are shown in Fig. 2c. As
expected the unwanted tone power was
reduced by 17 dB, but the signal attenuation was as high as 9 dB, which indicated
that the conventional filter resolution was
below 20 MHz. This clearly demonstrates
the limitation of the conventional approach
which cannot simultaneously achieve high
resolution and high suppression filtering.
In contrast, this can be achieved using the
cancellation filter, as shown in Fig. 2d. The
measured interferer suppression in this case
was 47 dB, limited by the noise floor of
the measurements. The signal underwent
a low attenuation of 2 dB, indicating that
the half-width at half-maximum of the filter was below 20 MHz.

III. Tunable MWP Phase Shifter
Microwave phase shifters are essential components in phased
array and beamforming systems. These applications require
continuously tunable, full 360° phase shift range, with no amplitude fluctuations over wide multi-GHz bandwidths. The
majority MWP phase shifters to date employ single-sideband
(SSB) modulation in combination with optical carrier processing; a technique whereby a phase shift on the optical carrier
is converted into an ultra-wideband phase shift in the electrical domain through square-law photodetection [10]. SBS,
in this case, is ideal for optical carrier processing, due to its
unique ability to generate narrowband (+30 MHz) gain and
loss resonances with sharp phase slopes. Recently we reported
a novel approach of reconfigurable MWP filter based on SBS
in an integrated waveguide. and achieved 240° tunable phase
June 2015

IV. Instantaneous Frequency Measurement
Instantaneous frequency measurement (IFM) systems are used
in microwave receivers to provide a fast (nanosecond range)
June 2015
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shift over a 14 GHz bandwidth, with low !1.5 dB amplitude
fluctuations, which is a record for on-chip phase shifters [11].
The SBS phase shifter topology here used the pump configuration shown in Fig. 3. The two SBS pumps are symmetrically
spaced in frequency about the optical carrier. In this way, the
SBS loss resonance experienced by the carrier due to Pump 1 is
exactly cancelled out by the SBS gain resonance due to Pump
2. However, the anti-symmetry of the SBS phase responses
means that, at the carrier frequency, the phase contributions
add up, effectively shifting the phase of the optical carrier
without changing its amplitude [12]. It can be shown that for
the SBS amplitude responses to cancel out, both SBS interactions must be in the linear regime (i.e. no pump depletion). If
this condition is not satisfied, the carrier acts as an SBS pump
to Pump 1, and is itself depleted, increasing the insertion loss
of the phase shifter. The fact that the carrier power must be
lower than the pump-depletion threshold places a limit on the
insertion loss of the phase shifter. Since the pump-depletion
threshold increases as the medium length is decreased, this
means that shorter, integrated platforms can, in principle, support higher carrier powers than fibers.
The experimental setup of the on-chip SBS MWP phase
shifter is depicted in Fig. 3(a). A semiconductor laser diode
was biased for continuous wave operation with 1550 nm wavelength and the laser output was then split equally between
two branches. The upper branch was used to generate the SSBmodulated carrier. A swept-frequency RF signal was generated
using a vector network analyser (VNA), and fed to a dualparallel Mach-Zehnder modulator (DPMZM) through a 90°
hybrid coupler. The DPMZM was biased for SSB operation,
and the resulting optical signal was amplified using an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA1), before being coupled to a
6.5 cm long As2S3 rib waveguide, through lensed fibers. The
total waveguide insertion loss was 10 dB. The lower branch
of the setup was used to generate Pump 1 and 2, as shown in
Fig. 3. This was achieved by biasing a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) for intensity modulation, with suppressed carrier.
The modulation process generated two sidebands with frequency ~c !Ω, where ~c was the frequency of the laser output,
while Ω was the frequency of the RF signal being fed to the
MZM by a signal generator (SG). This pump field was amplified by an EDFA and coupled to the chip, where it counterpropagated with the SSB-modulated carrier.
The frequency response for the phase shifter is shown in
Fig. 4. The phase shift could be continuously tuned over a
240° range, simply by varying the power of Pump 1 and 2.
The maximum SBS pump power on the facet of the waveguide
was 31 dBm (28 dBm for both Pump 1 and 2), corresponding
to a !120° phase shift. Tuning of the phase shift resulted in
!1.5 dB fluctuations in the magnitude response. The unique
capacity of SBS to simultaneously excite both gain and loss
resonances, enabled this low fluctuations in the magnitude
response as a function of phase shift which, to the best of our
knowledge, is a record for integrated MWP phase shifters.

60
0
–60
–120
Frequency (GHz)

Figure 4. Experimental frequency response for on-chip SBS
MWP phase shifter. Upper: normalized amplitude response,
showing !1.5 dB ripple. Lower: normalized phase response
showing 240° continuous tuning.
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Figure 5. (a) Structure and (b) Operating principle for the
FWM-based IFM system.

estimate of the frequency of the detected signal [13]. Typical applications include radar warning receivers, electronic
intelligence systems, and signal intelligence systems. These
applications would greatly benefit from the development of
IFM systems capable of extremely high frequency (EHF) band
operation, as can be realized by optical processing of microwave signals.
Recently we reported a nonlinear integrated MWP approach for a wideband IFM system. The technique was based
on four-wave mixing (FWM) in a chalcogenide photonic chip
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Band 1
Band 2

for nonlinear mixing. The FWM will generate idler waves
(Fig. 4b) of which the optical power depend on the input micro
wave frequency. Hence, this will simplify the measurement of
unknown RF frequencies over a large range into m
 easurements
of DC optical power [14, 15]. Moreover, realization in a compact photonic will greatly reduce the latency of the IFM system
to sub-nanosecond timescale.
The simulated and measured relation between the input microwave frequency and the output idler power is shown in Fig.
6a. It is clear from the plot that there is a trade-off between the
measurement range where unambiguous frequency estimation
can be done and the measurement sensitivity. Using this function, we demonstrated estimation of unknown frequencies in the
range of 0–40 GHz. The result is shown in Fig. 6b. We achieved
r.m.s. error of 1.4 GHz, which is a mere 3% of the absolute
measurement range. The error achieved with the on-chip experiment is comparable to measurement errors in kilometers-long
fiber-based IFM system, while the chip system has the distinct
advantage of low latency in the frequency estimation.

Band 3
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V. Conclusions
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Figure 6. (a) On-chip IFM system response and (b) frequency
estimation result of the IFM system.
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In this paper we introduced nonlinear IMWP, which is an exciting new concept in microwave photonics, where on-chip
linear and non-linear processes are combined to enable unprecedented RF signal processing capabilities. As an example, by
exploiting SBS on chip and a novel sideband cancellation technique, an RF filter with ultra-high suppression and enhanced
energy efficiency was achieved.
We believe that the growth of this new field will depend on
two key factors: the efficiency of the associated on-chip non
linear processes, and the integrability of the nonlinear platform
of choice with other optical functionalities such as optical modulation, reconfigurable optical filtering, and photodetection.
Successful photonic integration of these elements in CMOScompatible platform as silicon will push the proliferation of
the nonlinear integrated MWP and bring closer the ideal vision
of monolithic photonic-electronic chip integration as depicted
in Fig. 7. These RF photonic processor chip will revolutionize
various sectors including wireless communications, electronic
warfare, radar, countermeasures, and radio astronomy.
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Figure 7. Future vision of a monolithically integrated nonlinear
MWP processor in a CMOS compatible photonic chip that consists of electro-optic modulator, tunable optical coupler for
pump tuning, a nonlinear nanophotonic waveguide, a photodetector and RF and DC electronics.

[14]. The schematic of the IFM system is shown in Fig. 5a.
The unknown microwave frequency was modulated onto
two wavelengths which were subsequently sent to the chip
8
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Research Highlights

Canada’s Excellence Research Chair
in Photonics Innovations
Jeff Viens and Younes Messaddeq, Canada’s Excellence Research Chair in Photonics
Innovations (CERC), Laval University, 2375 de la, Terrasse, Quebec, G1V 0A6, QC,
Canada. Email: younes.messaddeq@copl.ulaval.ca.
Introduction

absorption in the infrared regime. On the other hand, nonoxide glasses such as chalcogenides transmit well into the infrared up to 20 nm of wavelength. These infrared transmitting
glasses and their optical fibers encompass a region of tremendous
interest with numerous applications including water quality
monitoring, petroleum purity control, industrial materials cutting and welding, non-invasive laser surgery, military countermeasures, and high-bandwidth communications, to name a few.
Purity is of the utmost importance for maximizing the utility
of chalcogenide glasses regardless of the final application. Undistilled elemental precursor materials often contain significant
levels of oxygen, carbon or hydrogen impurities. Reducing impurity levels involves a number of diverse approaches, including heat treatment under vacuum to remove surface oxides and
chemical distillation with an oxygen getter. For instance, the
conventional process for making chalcogenide glasses is to use
elemental precursors such as arsenic, sulfur, selenium, and tellurium, etc., batched in a sealed silica ampoule. The glass melting
and homogenization process involves high temperatures greater
than about 800°C causing the precursors to react with the silica
and residual water in the ampoule thus introducing undesired
oxygen and hydrogen contamination into the glasses. These contaminations reduce the glass mechanical strength and contribute to severe
absorption losses in the infrared, especially at 3 nm wavelength (O-H
impurities) and at 9 nm wavelength
(As-O and Si-O impurities). Therefore, the key to producing high-quality specialty glasses is to improve and
automate all the purification steps
involved in the glass process, most
importantly in pre-conditioning and
purifying the glass precursors, the
synthesis lines, and the glass melts.
CERC’s glass synthesis laboratory is the only facility in Canada
performing advanced research on

high-purity infrared-transmitting
glasses [1–7]. The CERC has demonstrated ultra-low loss single-mode
As2S3 chalcogenide fibers with 90
dB/km
loss at 2.5 nm wavelength,
Figure 1. Fiber drawing facilities at Canada’s Exthe
best
reproducible results obtained
cellence Research Chair in Photonics Innovations
(CERC) located at the Center for Optics, Photonics so far internationally. These advances
were made possible by implementing
and Laser (COPL) at Laval University.

Glasses, particularly oxide-based glasses, have been known to
mankind since antiquity. Today, glasses are playing a major role
in the advancement of science and technology, for instance in
fiber optics telecommunication networks, smart-phone touchpads, solar energy panels, dental implants, DVDs, architectural
material composites, and energy-efficient doors and windows.
While much remains to be done in order to gain a deeper understanding of these materials, it is worth noting that advanced
research on glass is performed by scientists whose unique
knowledge and expertise is distributed in a relatively limited
number of laboratories around the world. Over the past few decades, laboratories in these countries have developed a range of
new vitreous materials, most notably of the non-oxide variety.
These new types of materials are likely to play a major role in
tomorrow’s telecommunication networks, remote sensing networks, high-speed computing networks, and large-scale solar
energy production.
One of the primary goals of Canada’s Excellence Research Chair
in Photonics Innovations (CERC) at Laval University is to set up a
world-class center for R&D in glass materials technologies and
of stimulating a broad spectrum of scientific and technological outcomes from innovative fibers.
This initiative is located at the Center for Optics, Photonics and Laser
(COPL) at Laval University and has
already attracted world-class expertise in this field: previously based
in Brazil, Prof. Younes Messaddeq
is leading the glass-based materials
development and optical fiber fabrication facilities at Laval University.
The CERC provides the training of
highly qualified personnel in advanced glass technologies. It also
provides researchers from academia
and industry throughout the world
a major and unique infrastructure
dedicated to R&D of specialty optical fibers and components.

Infrared Glass
Development
Silica glasses have limited usage
beyond 2 nm of wavelength since
these materials exhibit significant
10
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a systematic purification method based on
pre-conditioning the precursor elements
through heat treatments and distillation
processes, on treating the quartz ampoules through heat and fluorinated processes, and on purifying the melts through
multi-distillation processes.
With arsenic for instance, we have
developed a new technique of elemental
arsenic purification based on a treatment
involving an intermediate compound,
As4S4. A first stage of distillation is used
for separation of relatively large microinclusions and for removal of the main
part of soluble gases. A second stage of
As4S4 distillation provides separation
of submicron particles and the final part
of soluble gases. This systematic purification method, and the characterization
of elemental purity at every steps of the
process, provides a significant improvement for the removal of carboneous-,
oxygenious- and hydrogenous impurities in chalcogenide glasses with reproducible results.

Smart Textile Development

(a)

(c)

(b)

Connected healthcare

Cellular
Medical server

(d)

Body area network

EEG
Vision
Positioning

Hearing
Blood pressure

The evolution of wireless networking
Glucose
Network
ECG
technologies and their key role in future
Emergency
Internet scenarios offer an increasing
DNA
wealth of opportunities for distributing
protein
Toxins
Caregiver
multimedia contents over wireless networks, enabling dissemination of useWLAN
ful contents to mobile users as well as
Bluetooth
Physician
Movement
sharing user-generated contents among
(e)
them. The symbiosis between humans,
computers, and machines is evolving so Figure 2. Fibers integrating glass, polymer, and metallic materials (a), b), c)) weaved into
rapidly that technology development textiles (d)) can lend themselves to RF communications through WLAN 802.11b/g/n
alone is insufficient. There is a need ISM bands at 2.4 GHz frequency, suitable for a variety of body area networks applicafor innovative thinking: thinking that tions pertaining, for example, to 24/7 Connected Healthcare (e)).
imagines the textiles as being part of the
mobile telecommunication networks, interacting with you, with others, and with your environment.
enables the realization of textiles exhibiting minimally-
In these scenarios, clothing and other wearable garments
invasive functionalities, including RF communications, body
are increasingly set to become platforms for body area networks
area interconnections, and textile touch sensing user interface,
leveraging cloud intelligence. As the relationship between
essentially indistinguishable from the textile host. Signifihumans, computers, and machines grows towards an unintercant for this research are the interdisciplinary convergence of
rupted and ever-closer level, body area networks integrated to
chemistry, physics, and materials science, and the leveraging
textiles will prompt many new ubiquitous 24/7 mobile apof fiber-optics and textiles manufacturing infrastructures. The
plications on a global scale, such as Connected Healthcare and
conductor elements of the textiles are embedded within the
Augmented Reality. Textile connectivity will permit detection
fibers themselves, providing electrical and chemical shieldof creeping illnesses, enable emergency medical communicaing against the environment, while preserving the mechanical
tions, probe the environment for supplemented computer- and cosmetic properties of the garments. These multi-material
generated sensory input, exploit context-awareness, and profibers combine insulating and conducting materials into wellvide high bandwidth links to the cloud anywhere, and anytime.
defined cross-sectional geometries (Fig. 2); they represent only
This vision of textiles seamlessly connected to wireless neta few small threads in the textile fabric, thus enabling the use
works is currently developed at the CERC [8–9]. The ability to
of non-standard textile fiber materials without disrupting the
integrate multiple materials into miniaturized fiber structures
mechanical and cosmetic attributes of the garment.
June 2015
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Figure 3. Measured radiation patterns of the RF-textiles operating at 2.4 GHz frequency. The multi-material fiber integration into
textiles was made possible by leveraging the fiber-optics and textile-weaving infrastructures of Canada’s Excellence Research Chair in
Photonic Innovations (CERC) at Laval University.

Two different RF-textile prototypes have been demonstrated at the CERC with excellent signal quality through 2.4
GHz wireless networks; one featuring Leaky Coaxial Fibers and
the other Dipole Fibers. These fibers were fabricated through
combinations of metallic and dielectric composite materials,
and careful cross-sectional design, to impart RF functionality
while preserving fiber sub-millimeter size and flexibility suitable for integration into textiles (Fig. 3). They can withstand
high tensile and bending stresses (GPa), high temperature
operation (250°C), mechanical abrasion, and environmental
exposure (heat-humidity tests, water, detergent, acids) compatible to most textiles applications, due to the polymer overcoat that reinforces significantly fiber brittleness. Of concern is
the consideration of minimum bending radius; the fibers can
be broken on purpose over a sharp edge but they will withstand stepping upon by a person. The RF-textile prototypes
were weaved through EPI=12 wool threads and EPI=22 cotton
threads using a standard computerized loom featuring a 40 cm
weaving width and eight harnesses. In all cases, the fibers
withstood conventional weaving process and textile manipulation without any damage or performance losses. These RFtextiles have omnidirectional radiation patterns; therefore part
of the radio waves emitted by the antennas is absorbed by the
human body. The rate at which energy is absorbed by the human body is measured by the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR),
and its maximum levels for modern wearable devices have been
set by governmental regulating agencies in many countries. In
the USA, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has
set a SAR limit of 1.6 W/kg for the head, averaged over a volume of 1 g of tissue. For these RF-textile prototypes, the SAR
is well below the accepted limit of 1.6 W/kg when the radiated power is −8 dBm at 2 mm distance from the skin surface,
with a frequency shift of less than 100 MHz. This allowed the
RF-textile to communicate harmlessly and maintain good-to12
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excellent signal strength (>−60 dBm) at 400 kbps data communication rate through local area networks.
Since fibers are inherently congenial to textile manufacturing, the process for mass producing traditional textiles is
not disrupted significantly by the use of sub-millimeter-size
multi-material fibers, which can have the same mechanical
flexibility as traditional textile threads. This represents a costeffective and minimally-invasive approach to fabricating smart
textiles. Two significant cost benefits can be obtained from
multi-material fibers: these fibers are congenial to the textile
industry and can be adapted directly to traditional industrial
looms, and they benefit from the economies of scale of the fiber
optics manufacturing industry. In addition, by using chemically stable, mechanically strong, and thermally robust fiber
cladding materials, the imbedded elements within the fibers
can be shielded from water, detergent, and chemical exposure,
physical stress, and extreme temperatures, while preserving
the cosmetic appeal and mechanical properties of traditional
textile threads. These attributes are key to the widespread deployment of smart textiles connected in real time to mobile
communications infrastructures.

Solar energy harnessing
Renewable power generation can help industries reduce their
electricity expenses and meet their sustainable development
goals through provision of access to clean, secure, reliable and
affordable energy. Our planet receives more energy from the
Sun in one hour than all humankind consumes in an entire
year, making solar energy by far the single largest and most
exploitable form of renewable energy at our disposal. Recent
years have seen dramatic reductions in renewable energy technologies’ costs as a result of R&D and accelerated deployment. Through the use of transparent optical solar cables,
significant economies can be achieved by distributing flexibly
June 2015
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Figure 4. Kilowatt optical solar cable fabricated at Canada’s Excellence Research Chair in Photonic Innovations (CERC) at Laval
University, comprising a bundle of 300 micro-structured airclad silica fibers. The optical propagation loss of the solar cable
averaged 0.03 dB/m at 15 kilosuns light concentration.

c oncentrated solar energy from large concentrating mirrors to
heating & drying industrial units. These economies relate to
the direct transport of radiant solar energy to industrial ovens
through flexible optical solar cables, thereby producing heat
within the oven enclosure. Solar thermal heat systems have a
large technical and economic potential in medium scale plants
and moderately energy-intensive industries like the textile and
food sectors, but the vicious circle of high initial capital costs
and low deployment rates needs to be broken. By leveraging
the economies of scale of the glass and fiber optics industries,
optical solar cables carrying kilowatts of solar energy will
add more outlets to solar thermal systems, and will make solar
energy more deployable and competitive than it is today as a
result of efficient and flexible energy distribution, and smooth
integration into the existing manufacturing infrastructures.
Optical solar cables carrying kilowatts of solar energy are
currently developed at the CERC. The key to harnessing kilowatts of radiant solar energy into a small bundle of fibers hinges on the ability to fabricate very high numerical aperture (NA)
multimode silica fibers exhibiting low optical losses across the
solar spectrum. High-NA multimode fibers enable the efficient
transfer of optical energy from an angularly-extended source
such as sunlight concentrated by a fast focal ratio meter- scale
parabolic mirror. Micro-structured air-clad silica optical fibers
provide the capability to guide light at NAs reaching 1.0,
thus enabling the collection and distribution of concentrated
sunlight at concentration factor exceeding 15 kilosuns, corresponding to an optical power density of +2 × 107 Watts/m2
inside the optical fibers. Figures 4a–d show the kilowatt optical solar cable fabricated using the fiber-optics infrastructures
of the CERC, comprising 300 micro-structured fused silica
fibers, each fiber 350 um diameter with 275 um multimodal
core, and with a series of 0.5 um glass bridges defining the air
cladding. The air-clad structure provided very high NA light
guiding, and prevented concentrated sunlight to heat the cable
insulator and burn the acrylate fiber coating.
June 2015

To reduce optical insertion loss to less than 1dB, the air-clad
structures were etched out along the first 2cm to fuse together
the 275 um multimodal cores in order to provide a gapless optical coupler at the focal point of the solar concentrating mirror.
A 1-meter F/0.7 parabolic mirror was used for concentrating
1 kilowatt of solar energy into the fiber bundle at 15 kilosuns
light concentration. Figure 1e shows that the propagation loss
of the solar cable averaged 0.03 dB/m at peak solar spectrum,
limited by materials loss and waveguide loss through air-clad
bridges. No significant cable heating occurred. Optical solar
cables thus represent an effective approach for distributing
flexibly and safely kilowatts of highly-concentrated radiant
solar energy through distances exceeding a hundred meters.
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News
2015 President-Elect & 2016
IPS President: Dr. Kent Choquette
The IEEE Photonics Society (IPS) is honored to publish Dr.
Kent D. Choquette’s appointment as the 2015 IPS PresidentElect. As President-Elect, Choquette has and will continue to
perform the functions as set by the current 2014–2015 IPS
President, Dr. Dalma Novak, for the remainder of the year.
He is currently also the society liaison to the IEEE Technical
Activities Board and will remain to serve as the Vice President
of Technical Affairs. Next year, Choquette will then serve as
IPS President and steer the Society and Board of Governors for
2 years, 2016–2017.
Kent D. Choquette received B.S. degrees in Engineering
Physics and Applied Mathematics from the University of Colorado-Boulder and the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Materials Science from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. From 1990
to 1992 he held a postdoctoral appointment at AT&T Bell
Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ. He then joined Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, NM, and from 1993 to 2000
was a Principal Member of Technical Staff. While at Sandia in
1994 he invented and demonstrated the first monolithic selectively oxidized vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL)
which today is referred to as the oxide-confined VCSEL, which
toay is manufactured around the world and over a billion have
been deployed in data communication and sensing applications. He became a Professor in the Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department at the University of Illinois in 2000.
His Photonic Device Research Group is centered around the
design, fabrication, characterization, and applications of vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs), photonic crystal
light sources, nanofabrication technologies, and hybrid integration techniques for photonic devices.
Dr. Choquette has authored over 300 technical publications and three book chapters, and has presented numerous
invited talks and tutorials. He is an Associate Editor of the
Journal of Lightwave Technology, and served in the past as
Associate Editor of IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, and

IEEE Photonic Technology Letters, and as a Guest Editor of
IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics. From
2000 to 2002, he was an IEEE/Lasers and Electro-Optics Society (LEOS) Distinguished Lecturer. He was awarded the 2008
IEEE/Photonics Society Engineering Achievement Award, the
2012 Nick Holonyak, Jr. Award from the Optical Society of
America, and the 2013 Distinguished Service Award from the
IEEE Photonics Society.
Choquette has also served as the IEEE Photonics Society Vice
President of Conferences. He is a Fellow of the IEEE, a Fellow of
the Optical Society of America, a Fellow of SPIE, and a Fellow
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
The IEEE Photonics Society thanks Dr. Choquette for his continued service and looks forward to his future leadership to the Society and the photonics community at large in the years to come.

The IEEE Photonics Society Mourns the Loss of
a Valued Member and Volunteer, Harm Dorren
Passionate in Many Ways …
Harm Dorren obtained his MSc. in Theoretical Physics in 1991
at the University of Utrecht, and went on to complete his doctoral degree there in 1995 in Geophysics. In 1996 he became a
postdoctoral researcher at the TU/e, Department of Electrical
14
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Engineering, in the Electro-Optical Communication Systems
group (ECO). His fast growth in this discipline and the wide
acknowledgment of his special research talents led to his appointment as a full-time professor in the ECO research group
in 2007. In addition, from 2007 onwards, he was Scientific
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Director of the COBRA Graduate School, a top-institute in
the domain of Optical Communication. We knew Harm as a
very passionate scientist, with a boundless ambition to operate at top international level. He certainly succeed in this.
His research in Optical Signal Processing and in Data Centre Networks flourished. As well as being a scientist, Harm
developed into a passionate entrepreneur, with the start-up
of PhotonX Networks. Harm was creative and strong-willed.
Recognition for his ideas came to the forefront recently with
the acquisition of the ‘Zwaartekracht’ programme Integrated
Nanophotonics. The many journal publications and invited
presentations at leading conferences, and his active role in organizing conferences underline the wide international acclaim
for his work. As a teacher and mentor he inspired his students
and young researchers.
Harm was also a passionate father. He was incredibly proud
of his sons. He regularly brought them to the office and was
keen to make them enthusiastic for his work environment.
In Harm, not only have we lost an exceptional scientist
and leader with promising ideas and great results, but also a

socially-minded colleague and friend. We wish his wife Naoko and his sons Maurits and Keitaro much strength to cope
with this enormous loss. We are, and will always be proud that
Harm was one of us.
Prof.ir. Ton Koonen, chairman ECO

Building Information Modeling: How the
Construction Industry is Getting “SMART”
By Sure House
Are you familiar with what a ‘light table’ is? No trick question
here, it is simply a backlit surface, commonly used to overlay drawings. Now imagine you have architects, engineers and
builders all huddled around one. They are standing there with
a stack of drawings trying to find ‘clashes’, aka places where
objects are intersecting and shouldn’t be.
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Workflow

This scenario is unfortunately an all too common headache
brought on by the intricate systems that go into our buildings.
This process has historically been a limitation for construction
projects, but the days of rustling with multiple drawing and
spending hours of coordination over a light table are now over.
We are at the brink of a time in which an entire project can
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The traditional linear building process
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The integrative building process through building information modeling.
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Deliverable

be designed, managed and executed all in
one location, on a single file. This process
is called a Building Information Modeling (BIM) and it is bringing the construction industry into the 21st century.
If you are to look at the traditional
design process you will notice it resembles a linear work flow; a series of tasks
in which one trade tends to pass their
portion of a project along down the line
with minimal coordination amongst each
other. The client & designer will generate the overarching ‘big picture idea’, and
hand it off to the designers, engineers and
other various trades who then implement
their idea of the ‘best fitting system’ for
the project. As a result of this, you are left
with an arrangement of systems designed
in isolation with no relationship or integration with each other.
The biggest flaw in this process is the
lack of initial communication amongst
all participants that will be contributing
to the project. The result of this is the
generation of more conflicts and problems later in the design process; and as
we all know, time = money.
However, there is a solution to end
some of this madness. By adopting an
integrated design approach, all the coordination is started at the initial phase
of the design process. This is achieved
by essentially front loading the process
and bringing all the various parties to
the ‘table’ from the very beginning. This
provides opportunities to be much more
efficient with time, create coupled systems that work together and ultimately
reduce the need for costly changes later
down the road.
All this can be achieved through a
building information model, which is
essentially a comprehensive 3D file that
incorporates all the components that
make up a building. Much similar to a
cloud-stored text document that allows
for multiple people to make and view
edits, a building information model does
the same thing with 3D objects instead
of words. This really allows for what is
called the integrative design process,
which when compared to the traditional
design process, is more cyclical; allowing everyone to contribute to the project
from inception.
A BIM Model has the ability to be
embedded with data, much like a database or spreadsheet. This data can be
June 2015

generated as you design, like the dimensions of your walls, or
inputted by a user, like the price of a specific material. Now
that these objects have this associated data, previously daunting tasks (like recalculating your project costs or how many
beams you’re using) are now done automatically as updates to
the design are being made. For example, as walls are drawn
within the model you are able to extract all the associated information, like area, length and even cost.
The SURE HOUSE has adopted an integrated design approach early on in their design process and their team is constantly developing its own “Building Information Model”.
Their BIM model serves as the primary place to go to keep all
their team members up-to-date and allows the team to coordinate as well as live within all the various disciplines associated
with the project.

About SURE HOUSE
The IEEE Photonics Society is a proud founding partner of the International Year of Light
2015 initiative and is
proudly sponsoring the
Stevens Institute of Technology’s design, SURE HOUSE,

in the U.S. Department of Energy’s Solar Decathlon to help
increase the demand for intelligent, sustainable environments,
like Smart Living Spaces.
The Solar Decathlon is a competition put on by the US
Department of Energy every 2 years in which 20 student
teams from universities around the world are chosen to design, build, transport, and operate an innovative, marketable,
affordable, solar-powered house. There are 10 contests, both
juried and measured, that take place while all the houses are
on display and being toured by the public.
The SURE HOUSE is based on the need the students
saw for sustainable and resilient coastal houses in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, which struck New York and
New Jersey in 2012. This is not just a contest entry for the
Sure House team. Steven’s is striving to educate the next
generation of innovators addressing climate change. Their
goal is to encourage others to learn about solar energy and
high-performance construction through a rigorous research
and experimentation based process. The students’ design
incorporates “superinsulation,” uses 90 percent less energy
than a conventional home and can withstand hurricaneforce winds.
For more details on the SURE HOUSE, visit www.
SUREHouse.org

Photo Source: © 2015 IHS

IEEE IoT Survey Reports ‘Mind Control’
is the Tech Choice of the Future
IEEE released global IEEE
Internet of Things (IoT)
survey results indicating that the human mind
will be the technology of
choice to control devices
used in everyday life in
2025. Results from the
survey, which had a sample of more than 3,000 technology enthusiasts, note a decline
in the significance of cell phones and mobile devices as the
primary means of controlling technology and highlight autonomous vehicles as the preferred mode of transportation in
the future.
“As technology evolves, it becomes more and more integrated with our daily lives, and its physical presence shrinks,”
said IEEE member Diogo Mónica, security lead at Docker.
“Consumer technology is advancing beyond the constraints of
mobile devices to wearable form factors, and the next step in
this evolution will be the ability to control technology in a
hands-free way using brainpower alone. As a growing number
of connected devices produces ongoing flows of data, security
measures will need to keep pace to protect personal and corporate information as it travels over the IoT network.”
June 2015

Open Sesame
As consumer demand for mind-controlled devices rises, many
aspects of the home of the future will be programmed to read
individuals’ directives from their brainwaves. Survey respondents consistently noted mind-control applications as the preferred means of completing tasks at home such as opening a
front door, using kitchen appliances, turning off the lights and
playing video games.
Key findings of the survey include:
• 35% of the respondents who voted on how they would like
to open their front door in ten years selected using mind
control as their top preference, more than biometrics,
retina scanner, cell phone, motion or manually.
• Three out of every ten respondents (35%) who selected
their preference for controlling their kitchen appliances in
ten years chose mind-control and (24%) chose cell phone/
mobile devices. Technology doesn’t totally take over the
kitchen because more than 1/4 of respondents (26%) still
want to cook manually (27% of men vs. 22% women).
• More than 1/3 of survey participants who selected a
preference would like to control the lights in their
home through mind control in 2025, followed closely
by cell phone/mobile controller (30%) and motion sensor (27%). Only 8% of the respondents who selected
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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how they would they would like to control the lights
in their home indicated that they would like to do it
manually in ten years.

Men are From Venus,
Women are From Venus
Survey results indicate that when it comes to technology, men
and women can agree on how they want to use devices in their
everyday lives. Both genders reported similar responses overall, with near-identical responses on how individuals choose to
open their front door and turn off their lights when they come
home in 2025. The growing trust in and dependence on technology is universal, paving the way for smooth integration of
connected device technology into the everyday life.

Technology use outside of
the home will also change
significantly with an increased reliance on driverless vehicles for transportation. While men and
women responded similarly to most survey questions, they were extremely
different when selecting their preferred method of driving in
ten years. Nearly 60% percent of women would like to manually control their cars, while only 27% of men selected similarly. However, the majority of men (56%) would like their

The Cell Phone’s Demise
The expansion of the Internet of Things and connected devices
prefaces a shift away from cell phones and mobile devices as the
go-to technology. Less than 1/3 of respondents indicated plans
to use their cell phones to control their front doors, kitchen
appliances, and lights in 2025.
“We’re starting to see wearable devices with cell phone-like
qualities, like the smartwatch, come to market to meet demands
for seamless technology integration,” said William Webb, IEEE
Fellow and CEO of the Weightless SIG. “As people become
more comfortable with using wearables to power elements of
their daily routine, we’ll see them move away from their cell
phones and other handheld devices toward hands-free technology that allows them to be more efficient and productive. This
shift will likely begin in industrial applications in the next five
years and migrate steadily to consumers in the next decade.”
*Experts from April 8, 2015 ©2015 IEEE Newsroom

IEEE New Technology Solutions: Future Directions
The IEEE Future Directions Committee (FDC),
in association with Societies, Councils, and
OUs, anticipates and determines the direction of
existing, new, and emerging technologies and related issues,
and spearheads their investigation and development by IEEE.
Taking a holistic view, the FDC emphasizes new, emerging
technical areas and drives them to maturity within the IEEE
infrastructure.
The primary working objective of this committee is to
incubate emerging technologies and new applications of current technology. The FDC identifies opportunities to engage
the engineering community and the general public and work
with IEEE members and staff to focus on emerging technologies through technical, professional, and educational activities. FDC also hopes to serve as a catalyst for new conferences,
publications, standards, educational products, forums, grants,
products and projects to support new technologies.
The FDC has currently identified primary technologies to
focus on and formal initiatives to engage IEEE communities
18
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and the general public in. Society volunteers and members can
get involved in the following new and graduated FDC initiatives below.

New Technology Connections
Big Data—Big data is much more than just data bits and
bytes on one side and processing on the other. IEEE, through
its Cloud Computing Initiative and multiple societies, has already been taking the lead on the technical aspects of big data.
To provide increased value, IEEE will provide a framework for

Photo Source: IBM

Photo Source: Dezeen.com

Driverless Cars

driving experience to be autonomous, while only 12% of the
women had the same preference.
“The development of autonomous vehicles has progressed
significantly with technology enhancements and improved intelligent environmental understanding,” said Alberto Broggi,
IEEE Fellow, professor of computer engineering at the University of Parma in Italy and founder of VisLab. “Trust in the
technology will be a strong driver of adoption, and these survey results show we’re making headway in building consumer
trust for the future.”
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started migrating, and where innovation is more urgently
needed to overcome the “ossification” by improving networks
and services infrastructure flexibility.

Graduated Initiatives

Photo Source: Data Hive

collaboration throughout IEEE. IEEE has launched a new initiative focused on big data. Plans are under way to capture all
the different perspectives via in-depth discussions, and to drive
to a set of results that will define the scope and the direction
for the initiative.
Cybersecurity Initiative—Through outreach projects,
workshops, experiments, and challenge competitions, the
IEEE Cybersecurity Initiative builds on IEEE’s long-standing
and world-leading technical activities in cybersecurity and privacy to actively engage, inform, and support members, organizations, and communities involved in cybersecurity research,
development, operations, policy, and education.
Green ICT—Green Information and Communications
Technology is a key driver of sustainability when green metrics
(energy consumption, atmospheric emissions, e-waste, life cycle management) are effectively coupled with its positive socioeconomic impacts. IEEE is focused on achieving sustainability
through greening ICT and promoting its awareness.
Internet of Things (IoT)—IoT is a self-configuring and
adaptive system consisting of networks of sensors and smart
objects whose purpose is to interconnect “all” things, including everyday and industrial objects, in such a way as to make
them intelligent, programmable, and more capable of interacting with humans.
Rebooting Computing—IEEE seeks to rethink the computer, “from soup to nuts,” including all aspects from device
to user interface. This group works from a holistic viewpoint,
taking into account evolutionary and revolutionary approaches.
Smart Cities—IEEE experts will work with local government leaders and city planners around the world to explore
the issues and address what’s needed to prepare for the everincreasing urban population growth, including engaging and
interacting with local inhabitants to increase awareness of their
urban environment, leading to the formation of smart cities.
Software Defined Networks (SDN)—SDN and NFV
(Network Functions Virtualization) are creating the conditions to reinvent network architectures. This is happening first
at the edge of the network where “intelligence” has already

These initiatives have re
ached maturity after following through a full life
cycle within Future Directions. However, volunteers
can still continue to participate and learn about new
volunteer opportunities
Cloud Computing—
This has become a scalable
service consumption and delivery platform in the modern IT
infrastructure. IEEE is advancing the understanding and use
of the cloud computing paradigm, which currently has a significant impact on the entire information and communications
ecosystem.
Life Sciences—The overall objective is to make IEEE a
major and recognized player in the life sciences, in particular
in the disciplines that are at the intersection between the organization’s traditional fields—electrical engineering, computer
engineering, and computer science—and the life sciences.
Smart Grid—The “smart grid” has come to describe a nextgeneration electrical power system that is typified by the increased use of communications and information technology in
the generation, delivery, and consumption of electrical energy.
Transportation Electrification—IEEE seeks to accelerate
the development and implementation of new technologies for
the electrification of transportation which is manifested in the
electric vehicles (EV) of today and the future.
For more information on any of the Future Directions IEEE
New Technology Solutions or how to get involved as a volunteer, visit http://bit.ly/ViAgNH.
*Experts from Future Direction Home Page, ©2015 IEEE

New Membership Council Associate
Vice President Appointments
Associate Vice President
for Young Professionals:

Dr. Meredith Hutchinson
June 2015

Dr. Meredith Hutchinson is an
Electrical and Optical Engineer
at the Naval Research Laboratory in the Washington D.C.
Metro Area. She has a Karle
Fellowship focusing on pulsed
power photodiodes and is the
Principle investigator for Power
Photodiode Array Program,
mating high power photodiodes
with phased array antennas.

Hutchinson is also the Principle investigator for All
W-Band Signal Processing at the Naval Research Laboratory.
She is working within the program on the theoretical and experimental analysis of photonic phase shifting employing amplitude controlled fiber optic-delay lines.
In her prior career, Hutchinson was an Electrical Engineer
the Global Strategies Group and an Optical engineer for L-3
Communications. She was also a Graduate Student Researcher
at the University of California at San Diego and Science and
Engineering Apprentice Program Intern for the United States
Army Research Laboratory.
Hutchinson received her Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering
(Photonics) in 2010 and Master of Science (M.S.), Electrical
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Engineering (Photonics) in 2007, both at the University of
California at San Diego, and Bachelor of Science (B.S.), Electrical Engineering in 2005 at the University of Maryland.
As Associate Vice President for Young Professionals,
Hutchinson will act as a liaison between the Society, the IEEE
Member and Geographic Activities (MGA) committee, and
the Society’s Young Professional membership. She will focus
on the strategic direction of the Society’s post graduate membership, up to 15 years after first degree, career development
and professional growth opportunites. She will be aware of the
member needs and support projects that suit the interests of
Young Professionals in the photonics field.

Associate Vice President
for Member Advancement:

Dr. René-Jean Essiambre

Dr. René-Jean Essiambre,
IEEE Fellow, received his
B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees
in Physics, with specialization
in astrophysics and optics,
from Université Laval, Québec City, Canada. During his
Ph.D. studies, he spent one
year at McGill University,
Montréal, Canada, where he
was engaged in Research on

solid-state physics. From 1995 to 1997, he was a postdoctoral
Fellow with Prof. Agrawal at The Institute of Optics, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York.
Since 1997, he has been at Bell Laboratories, Alcatel-Lucent,
Holmdel, NJ, USA. His early research has focused on optical
switching, soliton communication systems, high-power fiber lasers, and mode-locked fiber lasers. His recent research interests
include high-speed transmission (100 Gb/s and above) and physical layer design of fiber-optic communication systems, including
Raman amplification, Rayleigh backscattering, fiber nonlinearities, optical network design, advanced modulation formats, information theory for a nonlinear channel, and error-correcting codes.
Essiambre has authored and coauthored of more than 100
scientific publications and several book chapters. He has served
on or chaired many conference subcommittees including at
ECOC, OFC, CLEO, and IPC.
As Associate Vice President for Member Advancement on
the IEEE Photonics Society Membership Council, Essiambre
will support membership recruitment and retention efforts and
focus on how members develop professionally throughout their
Society careers. He will develop tools to help steer members
through the development stages of membership, from Student
to Higher Grade Member to Senior Member to Fellow. Essiambre will mainly work with the VP of Membership to develop
and implement a customized strategy to support the growth
and health of the Society’s retention programs.

IEEE Future of Identity Series at SXSW 2015:
The Photonics Society Shined Light on IYL2015 & “Speed of Light” Campaign
This past March, the
IEEE held various events
throughout The South
by Southwest® (SXSW)
Interactive Festival in
Austin, Texas, one of the fore-most leading conferences for
technologists. IEEE’s overarching theme for the festival, “IEEE
Future Identity Series,” focused mainly on the converging
technology concepts of self, privacy and security. The IEEE series showcased a diverse roster of 20+ experts and technology
innovators in the fields of robotics, privacy, body computing,
self-hacking, mixed reality and more.
Mary Ward-Callan, managing director of Technical Activities at IEEE, stated, “With the Internet of Things and concerns over Internet governance, we are focusing our attention
on identity management and privacy in a connected world.
Our decades of experience as a neutral convener of technology
professionals in industry and academia put IEEE in a unique
position to discuss these topics. SXSW is a perfect venue for
this engaging conversation.” Mary Ward-Callan also spoke
on an UN Foundation panel titled, “Innovate for Good: How
Technology & Innovation is Advancing Humanity,” during the
festival.
20
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SXSW Festival year after year has been the launching pad
for new creative content. New media presentations, music
showcases and film screenings provide buzz-generating exposure for creators and compelling entertainment for audiences.
Conference panel discussions present a forum for learning and
business activity thrives at the trade shows. This was IEEE’s
fourth year participating in the annual SXSW Festival.
One of the most note-worthy IEEE featured talks of the
series was given by Dr. Hugh Herr, IEEE member and director of Biomechatronics Research at MIT Media Lab. Dr. Herr
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discussed the eliminations of disability and the reinvention of
society through electromechanical enhancements to people’s
bodies and brains. He spoke about revolutionary prosthetics
that promise to enhance human capabilities in ways that exceed the boundaries of nature and biology, as well as extinguish
the conceptual and social divide between man and machine.
“As organizations, SXSW and IEEE both celebrate innovation, creativity, and a commitment to community,” said Hugh
Forrest, director of the SXSW Interactive Festival. “So it makes
sense that some of the most compelling content at SXSW over
the last few years has been produced via our continuing relationship with IEEE.”
The IEEE Photonics Society participated in the week’s
festivities by helping members party like engineers at the
“IEEE Future of Identity Series Party”, which took place
on March 15th at the famous Driskill Hotel. The Society took
this opportunity to celebrate the International Year of Light
2015 (IYL 2015) by holding DIY tech demos, presented by
IEEE Photonics Society President-Elect Dr. Kent Choquette
and Brad Thompson, Graduate Student Member from the
University of Illinois Micro and Nanotechnology Lab. The volunteers demonstrated and then allowed attendees to transmit
sound from their smart phones with laser technology. With the
DC voltage of 3 AAA batteries, the AC voltage from a smart
phone, and a capacitor all connected to a laser pointer, members amplitude modulated a beam of laser light. A photodetector captured the beam light and acted as a receiver.

IEEE Photonics Society President Dalma Novak and staff
also held IYL 2015 demonstrations on SolarAid, collaborative
IYL 2015 partner and not-for-profit organization using enterprise rather than aid to ensure access to safe, clean solar lights
in Africa. 598 million people in Africa do not have access to
electricity and without electricity millions rely on expensive
and dangerous alternatives. Many families use homemade kerosene lamps, which are a poor source of light, emit toxic black
smoke and eat up to 15% of a family’s income.
In support of striving to eradicate the kerosene lamp in Africa by 2020, attendees at the SXSW party helped by donating
solar lamps through SolarAid’s “Speed of Light” Campaign.
Attendees joined the IEEE Photonics Community, on the digital fundraising platform, to continue fundraising with their
friends and sharing the campaign on their personal social media pages. Interested in participating? You can also help spread
light here: https://speedoflight.io/r/Photo
In addition, thanks to the “Speed of Light” Campaign
and all the social media buzz, IEEE reached over four million
mentions from media giants like Mashable, Popular Science,
CNET, and Huffington Post. With all the positive publicity,
IEEE is set to attract a new generation of members.
To watch recaps of various IEEE SXSW sessions, go to
the IEEE SXSW2015 YouTube playlist, here: http://bit.
ly/1JlbH9H
Experts from the IEEE Newsroom and ©2015 Business Wire.

IEEE Photonics Society Celebrates
50 Years at OFC 2015
At the Optical Fiber Communication Conference® and
Exposition (OFC) this past March, the Society held an “IEEE
Photonics Society Celebrates 50 Years” reception to commemorate its five decades of transforming science into technology. Refreshments were served to 70+ members and guests
as notable speakers provided a brief history of the Society’s
foundation in 1965 and discussed how the Society continues to
shape photonics innovation half a century later.
Current IEEE Photonics Society President, Dr. Dalma Novak, moderator for the night, started the festivities by h onoring
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Dr. Eugene Gordon for the pivotal role he played in the creation of the IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics (JQE). Novak noted that Gordon is prominently known in our Society
for successfully merging like-minds, electrical engineers and
physicists working in the photonics and optics field. He led
the effort to provide a journal in which both professions could
publish and a technical meeting where both parties could convene. The sponsorship of a new journal, led by several technical groups within the IEEE, required that a Council be formed.
Following the appearance of the first JQE issue in April 1965,
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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the IEEE Quantum Electronics Council (QEC) was established
with Gordon as the first Chair.
She went on to explain how the Society transitioned from
a council to a society in the late 1970s due to its permanence
within the IEEE and influence in the emergent photonics
community. Quantum Electronics and Applications Society
(QEAS) was the name of the IEEE Photonics Society’s first society formation in 1977 and at the reception, Novak honored
Dr. Henry Kressel, founding President of QEAS.
Novak later read prepared remarks by Kressel, cited as
saying, “Some of us [members and volunteers] felt that the
disciplines and applications of photonic devices were sufficiently novel and unique that a Society with that focus was
warranted [in 1977]. Let me say how proud I am that I had
the opportunity to help start the Photonics Society that today
is the central technical forum sustaining a huge international
industry that touches every aspect of the industrial and commercial world.”
Other notable presidents during the QEAS days mentioned
in the presentation: 1979 Dean Anderson; 1980 Arthur Chester; 1981 Richard Smith; 1982 Robert Bartolini; 1983 Richard Abrams, Jr.; 1984 Peter Smith.
The reception’s talk then led into a discussion on the formation of the Journal of Lightwave Technology in 1983 and the
name change of QEAS to the IEEE Lasers and Electro-Optics
Society (LEOS) in 1984. Novak stated that the early years of
LEOS was a “period of rapid growth and organizational evolution for the Society” and went on to honor the many presidents
of LEOS for their leadership throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s,

i.e. 1985 Robert Byer, 1986 Gary Bjorklund, 1987 Paul Liao,
1988 Fred Leonberger, 1989 Melvin Cohen, 1990 Concetto
Giuliano, 1991 Michael Ettenberg, 1992 Donald Scifres, 1993
Suzanne Nagel, 1994 Tetsuhiko Ikegami, 1995 David Miller,
1996 Thomas Giallorenzi, 1997 Rodney Alferness, 1998 J.
Gary Eden, 1999 Hans Melchior.
Novak also spoke about the Society’s shift to the new millennium and additional name change to the IEEE Photonics Society in 2008, honorably mentioning the most recent presidents:
2000 Gordon Day; 2001 Philip Anthony; 2002 Milton Chang;
2003 Giok-Djan Khoe; 2004–2005 Scott Hinton; 2006–2007
Alan Willner; 2008–2009 John Marsh; 2010–2011 James
Coleman; 2012–2013 Hideo Kuwahara; 2014–2015 Dalma
Novak; 2016–2017 President-Elect Kent Choquette.
Dr. Fred Leonberger, 1988 LEOS President, and Dr. Jim
Coleman, 2010–2011 IEEE Photonics Society President, also
took the stage during the reception to reflect on the society’s
influence in the industry and growth during their respected
leadership periods. Leonberger is known for steering the coordination of the first LEOS Annual Meeting, held in November
1988, and Coleman for resourcefully re-organizing the leadership roles and structure within the Society’s Board of Governors.
Chris Jannuzzi, IEEE Photonics Society Executive Director, ended the night’s presentation by addressing the Society’s
plans for advancing the photonic and optical technologies of
the future. Jannuzzi has stated that “the Society will continue
to take bold steps to ensure the technical community, industry,
government and general public understand the incredible impact light-sciences play in every aspect of modern life, and how
the Society is a crucial part of that effort.”
As the year progresses, the IEEE Photonics Society plans to
honor its’ history and half a century of achievements by holding celebrations like this at other prominent conferences, such
as CLEO, ECOC and IPC, and through organizing member
appreciation activities.
As current President Novak also noted during the evening:
“It is truly special that the Society’s 50th anniversary coincides
with the International Year of Light. Five decades on from the
early beginnings of the quantum electronics field, the diversity
and globalization of the IEEE Photonics Society is reflected in
all aspects of its activities. This year our community has the
wonderful opportunity to honor its past achievements while
also celebrating the Society’s very bright future.

NPI Congressional Visits Day:
Volunteers Urged Congress about the Importance of Photonics and Optics
IEEE Photonics Society volunteers were among 320 scientists,
researchers, engineers, and other industry professionals from
across the USA who visited Congressional offices in Washington, D.C., March 17–18, 2015, to express support for key issues related to photonics technologies and R&D. The National Photonics Initiative (NPI) each year organizes activities
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around “Congressional Visits Day”(CVD) and last year
gained several legislative successes all thanks to the advocacy
efforts of volunteers communicating directly with their members of Congress.
Each CVD volunteer participant was placed on a combined
society team based on their geographic region and a training
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session was organized by the founding partners of the NPI. On
March 18, the teams then visited Congressional representatives
on Capitol Hill and held meetings to raise awareness about the
importance of photonics and optics.
Volunteers representing photonics urged continued support
for the U.S. President’s budget request for funding two new, tobe-determined Institutes of Manufacturing Innovation (IMIs)
funding, as a part of the National Network for Manufacturing
Innovation (NNMI) public-private partnership. Activities under the IP-IMI will enable universities and small-to-medium
enterprises to participate in the integrated photonics revolution. This IMI will bring government, industry and academia
together with the goal of organizing the current fragmented
domestic capabilities in integrated photonic technology and
better position the US relative to global competition.
In June 2014, the DOD launched a competition to create
this Integrated Photonics IMI. Three finalist teams have been
chosen and are now competing to host a new institute:
• University of Central Florida, with a proposal for a Photonics Research Institute for Sustainable Manufacturing
(PRISM), new facility to be built in Kissimmee. Team
members include more than 55 industry partners and five
key research universities: UCF, Georgia Institute of Technology, the University of Alabama-Huntsville, Clemson
University, and the University of Illinois.
• Research Foundation for the State University of New York
(SUNY) on behalf of SUNY Polytechnic Institute, the
University of Rochester, Rochester Institute of Technology,
the University of Arizona, and Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, and other academic and industry partners and
stakeholders from California, New York, and Massachusetts.
• The University of Southern California (USC) is the lead for
the third finalist proposal. The USC entry features partners
in Arizona, New Mexico and Ohio.
At CVD, NPI volunteers also spoke with congressional
staffers about the President’s budget request for science research and development within the National Science Foundation (NSF), National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST), National Institute of Health (NIH) and the Department of Energy’s (DOE) Office of Science, and Department of
Defense (DOD) science and technology programs. They asked
Congress to uphold proposals for increasing funds for applied
research and to support the “Reauthorization of the America
Creating Opportunities to Meaningfully Promote Excellence
in Technology (America COMPETES) Act”, which expired in
2013. NPI was seeking for the inclusion of “optics and photonics” in the language of the new bill which it successfully
obtained. The 114th Congress has yet to introduce America
COMPETES to either chamber.
The IEEE Photonics Society would like to thank the members, volunteers and congressional representatives that participated and who will continue this advocacy work as the year
moves forward.

About the National Photonics Initiative (NPI):
The NPI is a collaborative, industry-driven campaign to advance photonics research and funding. Activities, CVD concentrate on five key areas: defense and national security, energy,
healthcare, communications, and manufacturing. More information is at http://lightourfuture.org.
Excerpts from the National Photonics Initiative: News & Resources and SPIE Press.

OFC Celebrated IYL 2015 with a “Light the Future:
A Community Outreach Event”
100+ local students and Girl Scouts will get a glimpse of the light-focused
applications that affect everyday life
OFC 2015 celebrated the International Year of Light (IYL)
on Thursday, 26 March with a “Light the Future: A Community Outreach Event” for local pre-university and middle
school students. Organizers gave light-focused, hands-on demonstrations to illustrate the principles of optics and photonics
to the student attendees and explain the importance of light in
both the developed and developing world.
The IEEE Photonics Society supported demonstrations on
SolarAid, a not-for-profit organization using enterprise rather
June 2015

than aid to ensure access to safe, clean solar lights in Africa,
and Unite to Light, not-for-profit founded by IEEE Photonics
Society members dedicated to providing low cost lighting to
those around the world without electricity. Staff and volunteers
representing both organizations raised awareness about the impact of providing affordable solar lights to underdeveloped nations. Together at this event the Society was able to introduce
young minds to the light sciences and provide programs to
sustain their interests.
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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about her research and life as a scientist in an academic setting.
Dr. Rosie Cush, from Oclaro Technology Limited, followed
with a talk on her role as PIC manager in chip design and careers available in industry.
“Education and outreach initiatives are simply fantastic for
many reasons: through these it is possible to share one’s passion
about optics and photonics with some very bright, curious and
open minds. The questions that are sometimes asked by these
young people really make you think,” stated by Dr. Agrawal.
“Pragmatically, if we want the best and brightest to enter STEM,
we need to motivate and inspire them. Attract more young minds
and show them how much fun optics and photonics can truly be.”
Interested in holding an event similar to this at your local university or in conjunction with a conference? Email
L.Mecum@ieee.org for assistance.

Laser Classroom Leads Elementary
STEM Education with a Free Light Class
for Teachers
More than 100 middle school students and members of local Girl Scout troops had the opportunity to meet representatives of global companies in the optics and photonics industry. A number of exhibitors explained the many applications
of optics technologies that affect everyday life, such as mobile
apps and telecommunications. Students were then taken on an
invited tour of the exhibition floor featuring 560 companies.
The student groups then received International Year of Light
“LIGHT BLOX” kits that include optics-based projects designed for at-home and classroom learning.

OWTNM 2015 Women in Optics Workshop
A Women in Optics Workshop took place Thursday, April
16th, 2015 at City University London, sponsored by the
IEEE Photonics Society’s Women in Photonics program, Institute of Physics (IOP) Optical Group, and OWTNM 2015.
This workshop shed light on the prospective careers in
optics and photonics and encouraged women in college, undergrad and graduate, to enter these fields. There were female
speakers from both industry and academia there to talk about
their technical fields, offer career advice and explain the career
prospects available in optics.
AVP of Women in Photonics, Dr. Arti Agrawal, steered the
event and Dr. Sally Day of University College London spoke
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Laser Classroom, an innovator in light-based education and IYL
2015 education partner, is launching a free self-paced 5-week
online course designed for educators who want to teach children
ages 6–14 about the science of light. The course will train in
age-specific curriculum, including a flexible array of hands-on
experiment options utilizing Laser Classroom’s Light Blox Kit.
Participants will come away with a usable structure to incorporate into their STEM curriculum. Laser Classroom will also post
blog and video submissions from course participants who wish
to share their real-life stories with other teachers.
Light is a fascinating topic, involving a phenomenon essential
to everyday life. Practically every facet of our modern world—
from conversion of the sun’s rays into energy and food, to the
power of your electronic devices, to space age innovations in medicine, astronomy, and physics—all rely on the science of light.
The complexities of this penultimate 21st century science
make for great material if you are teaching a graduate level
course in Quantum Mechanics. But laying the foundation for
such a complicated topic can prove challenging for elementary
and middle school classroom educators. The course, entitled
Bringing STEM to Light: Teaching about Light and Optics,
provides a bridge to teach about light to the youngest budding
scientists.
“Light is an incredibly engaging subject for students that
can be really challenging for teachers to teach,” says Colette
DeHarpporte, Laser Classroom founder and instructor for the
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online course. She developed the Light Blox Kit and many
other kits for teaching and learning about light, lasers, and
optics as part of her mission to make photonics accessible and
engaging for students and teachers, so that youth are empowered and prepared to enter the 21st century workforce.
“Many teachers are now required to teach about light, but
they have no training in it,” says DeHarpporte. “This class will
increase confidence and comfort with light curriculum—and
that’s a great thing because light is actually really cool! Light
is the form of energy that makes everything happen.”
MOOC enrollment is open now, at http://bit.ly/1S2KBdo.

Grant Funding Available: International
“Introduce a Girl to Photonics” Day
When shown what engineers can do, 76% of girls get interested in engineering. To inspire more young girls, on October
6th, 2015 the IEEE Photonics Society will hold an International “Introduce a Girl to Photonics” Week to support our
Women in Photonics initiative and IEEE Day 2015.
The goal is to coordinate events and activities worldwide to
show young women how photonics impacts the world around
them and encourage girls to become interested in future STEM
careers. Designed like a career day or “Bring Your Child to
Work Day”, the Society will help support activities that allow
young girls to shadow an adult, parent or mentor that work in
the photonics and optics fields.

The IEEE Photonics Society is also encouraging its volunteers, chapters and affiliate universities/companies to participate by holding small events in the community with young
women groups, like the Girl Scouts, and pre-university schools,
i.e. middle schools and high-schools. The Society is supplying
educational light kits that volunteers can use to give photonics
and optics related lesson plans in the classroom.
Our chapters and schools may apply for Women in Photonics grant funding for events that occur during the week of Oct.
4th–Oct. 11th, 2015.
If you are interested in grant funding or would like to
participate, email Lauren Mecum, Community Outreach &
Development Manager, L.Mecum@ieee.org.

2015 OP-TEC Awards Photonics
Outreach Grants to Four Colleges
Dan Hull, Executive Director, hull@op-tec.org, 254-751-9000
WACO, Texas– The National Center for Optics and Photonics
Education (OP- TEC) today announced sub grant awards to
four colleges that will be used to encourage high school students to enroll in associate degree programs that prepare them
for careers as photonics technicians.
Optics and photonics applications are rapidly transforming
the way we work and live. Photonics involves the use of lasers
and other electro-optical devices in fields such as manufacturing, medicine, aerospace, information technology, communications, defense, security, and solid- state lighting. Photonics applications offer technicians a variety of careers and professional
advancement opportunities; yet many capable high school
students are not aware of these rewarding career opportunities.
A recent OP-TEC study found that U.S. employers require 800
new photonics technicians each year, while two-year colleges are
currently producing fewer than 300 graduates annually. Photonics
employers are increasingly forced to hire unprepared technicians, or
move their operations off shore. OP-TEC is supported by the National Science Foundation to increase the supply of well-prepared
photonics technicians by building and strengthening the capacity
and quality of photonics education in U.S. two-year colleges.
An important element in accomplishing that mission is
to assure that colleges have a “pipeline” of new students that
June 2015

have graduated from local high schools with a career interest
in photonics technology and adequate academic and technical preparation to be successful photonics students. Efforts
to build the “high school pipeline” have been developed and
tested by OP-TEC, using cost-effective strategies designed to
inform students, parents and teachers about career opportunities in photonics and related fields and the requirements for
entering and succeeding in postsecondary photonics education
programs. In most cases, students can begin taking photonics
while they are still in high school through dual-credit courses.
OP-TEC will award grants to each of the four selected colleges to increase photonics course enrollments through “high
school pipeline” building efforts.
The Associate of Applied Science in Photonics and Laser
Technology (AAS PLT) program at Baker College of Flint is a
fairly new program established in fall 2013. Since the start of
the program, student retention and student recruitment has
been a challenge, especially recruiting high school students
into the program. Baker College of Flint will use its grant to
hire a dedicated recruiter and develop a dual-credit photonics course. The course will be a version of Baker’s Introduction to Photonics and Laser Technology course offered in a
high school semester format. This initiative will help increase
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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High School students Operate Helium Neon Laser. Indiana University of Pennsylvania Photo

e nrollment in the AAS PLT program and increase awareness
of the photonics field and of careers in photonics in the community and in the wider area.
For more than three decades, Central New Mexico Community
College has been offering elements of photonics technician education and training and is currently including photonics into its
Advanced Systems Technology A.A.S. degree program. Student
enrollment has plateaued without having a dedicated recruiter for
the program. CNM will use the OP-TEC grant along with the
college’s matching funds to hire an outreach specialist to recruit for
the Advanced Systems Technology program. The outreach specialist will visit high schools within CNM’s geographic area of responsibility, participate in college and career fairs, and meet with high
school curriculum staff to promote dual credit opportunities.
Northwestern Michigan College offers a dual-credit introductory photonics course to high school seniors in its service

area. NMC has been developing its recruitment program to
improve relations with local high schools and increase student enrollment for its A.A.S. degree program in Engineering
Technology (electrical and photonics studies). NMC will use
the OP-TEC grant for its dedicated recruiter to visit local high
schools and teach mini-classes from the OP-TEC Fundamentals
of Light and Lasers introductory course to high school students.
In addition, NMC will use the OP-TEC funds along with its
matching funds to provide scholarships to twenty-one high
school students to enroll in the dual credit photonics course.
The Puerto Rico Photonics Institute in San Juan, Puerto Rico,
is the first and only institute of its kind in Puerto Rico. PRPI
provides education, research, workforce development and outreach
in areas of laser, optics and photonics. Through its New Horizons
initiative, PRPI will provide training and work experience to prepare participants for careers in photonics. The OP-TEC grant will
be used to build a strong and focused marketing campaign and
hire a part-time marketing and communications consultant. The
consultant will develop and coordinate a comprehensive islandwide marketing program to promote PRPI’s New Horizons Photonics Program to local secondary schools and industry.

About OP-TEC
The National Center for Optics and Photonics Education (OPTEC) is a consortium of two-year colleges, high schools, universities, national laboratories, industry partners, and professional
societies funded by the National Science Foundation’s Advanced
Technological Education (ATE) program. The participating entities of OP-TEC have joined forces to create a secondary-to-postsecondary “pipeline” of highly qualified and strongly motivated
students and to empower high schools and community colleges
to meet the urgent need for technicians in optics and photonics.

2015 IEEE Foundation
What Do Your Propose?
Thanks to the generosity
of our donors, in 2015 the
Foundation will invest approximately US$400,000 in
up to 20 grants ranging from
US$5,000 to US$100,000.
Does your IEEE organizational unit (OU) have a project
worthy of IEEE Foundation grant funding?
It’s time to think about what your OU might propose for a
project under the theme: increase the understanding of technology
and its critical role in meeting global challenges and improving the
human condition.
The IEEE Foundation, in partnership with the IEEE Life
Members Committee, invites IEEE OUs to submit proposals
for projects that inform the public about technical issues such
as, but not limited to: energy, health care, cybersecurity, Internet governance, and environmental change for the purpose
of fostering balanced factual discussion and understanding of
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a current public issue. Eligible projects should result in the
creation of materials and activities such as presentations and/or
simulations that are suitable for one or more of the following
audiences: secondary school/college students, secondary school
teachers, IEEE groups, local community groups, and technology policy makers.
So what do you propose? Applications are being accepted
from now until 1 August 2015. Funding decisions will be
announced in December 2015. For more information about
applying for a grant, please visit the IEEE Foundation Web
site www.ieeefoundation.org/Grants.
The IEEE Foundation Grants Program is a vital element
of the Foundation’s mission to enable IEEE programs that enhance technology access, literacy, and education. It is designed
to facilitate wide participation from the technology professions,
eliciting a rich array of proposals. This highly competitive
program invests in innovative and promising grassroots OU
projects. Your project could be among the ones selected to be
funded if you apply now.
June 2015

Careers and Awards
Recognition at OFC 2015
The Optical Fiber Communication Conference and Exposition (OFC), was held from 22-26 March, 2015 at the Los Angeles Convention Center, Los Angeles, California, USA. A special awards luncheon was held to honor and recognize the recipients.

Photonics Society members who have been elevated to the grade
of IEEE Fellows: (From top: left to right) Yuichi Tohmori, John
Dallesasse, Tadeo Nagatsuma, Frank Effenberger, Yurii Vlasov,
Sundaram Ramesh, Haruhisa Soda, and Ming-Jun Li.

P. Daniel Dapkus received the 2015 John Tyndall Award “for
pioneering and sustained contributions to the development of
metal organic chemical vapor deposition and high performance
quantum well semiconductor lasers.” This award is jointly sponsored by the Photonics Society, OSA and endowed by Corning
Inc. (Bottom Photo; left to right), OSA President-Elect, Alan
Willner, Dr. Michael Sauer, Corning, Inc., recipient, P. Daniel
Dapkus, and Photonics Society President, Dalma Novak

Photonics Society President, Dalma
Novak recognized several society
members who have been elevated to
the grade of Fellow. She also participated in the presentation of the 2015
John Tyndall Award.
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
IEEE Photonics Society 2016 JOHN TYNDALL AWARD
Nomination deadline: 10 August, 2015
Nominations are now being accepted for the 2016 John Tyndall Award.
This award, which is jointly sponsored by the IEEE Photonics Society, the Optical
Society, and is endowed by Corning, Inc., is presented to a single individual who
has made outstanding contributions in any area of lightwave technology,
including optical fibers and cables, the optical components employed in fiber
systems, as well as the transmission systems employing fibers. With the
expansion of this technology, many individuals have become worthy of
consideration. Nomination deadline is 10 August, 2015.

IEEE Photonics Society 2016 Young Investigator Award
Nomination deadline: 30 September, 2015
Nominations are now being accepted for the 2016 Young Investigator Award.
The Young Investigator Award was established to honor an individual who has
made outstanding technical contributions to photonics (broadly defined) prior to
his or her 35th birthday. Nominees must be under 35 years of age on Sept. 30th
of the year in which the nomination is made. Nomination deadline is 30
September, 2015.
The nomination form(s), awards information and a list of previous recipients are
available on the Photonics Society web site:

http://www.photonicssociety.org/award-info
http://www.photonicssociety.org/award-winners
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Together We Can Spread Light Throughout Africa
2015 was adopted as the International Year of Light 2015 (IYL 2015) by UNESCO and the
IEEE Photonics Society is a proud founding partner of this global initiative. As such, we’ve
teamed up with Solar Aid, a not-for-profit organization using enterprise rather than aid to ensure
access to safe, clean solar lights in Africa. Solar Aid has sold 1.5 million solar lights to date,
improving the lives of over 9 million people.
They’ve also developed a brand new way of giving, called the Speed of Light, that connects you
and your friends through an online community. We are asking you to join our community!

2 Easy Steps:
Donate: Join the IEEE Photonics Community to donate a solar lamp. It only takes a
couple of minutes of your time and $5 to donate.
Tell a Friend: Don’t forget to share the IEEE Photonics Community link and your own
unique link with your friends after you donate!

Spread Light Here:

www.SpeedofLight.io/r/Photo

June 2015
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Membership
Unite to Light: Brightening Lives
All Around the World

kerosene lamps.
John Bowers, Professor in the Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering at UC Santa Barbara and holds the Fred
Kavli Chair in Nanotechnology, was a bit taken back by the
question. However, Dr. Bowers and his team of engineering
students began to explore the options for lighting in Ghana.
They found a prevalent use of kerosene lanterns, candles and
other dangerous, expensive and unreliable sources of lights.
In some cases, students were not able to study (at all) after
dark because of the lack of safe lighting. And the problem was
larger than just students in rural Ghana. As it turns out over
1.5 billion people in the world lack access to safe lighting and
some statistics show another 1 billion lack reliable and consistent lighting.
The new team started developing a resilient solar light
that was to be affordable, small and highly efficient. Using
the white LED discovered by Shuji Nakamura, 2014 Nobel
Prize in Physics Laureate and fellow UC Santa Barbara Professor, and other efficient electronics, eventually a product
was designed and Unite to Light a 501(c)3 non-profit was
formed. Five years and 65,000 solar units later, lights have
been distributed to people in over 65 countries by this non-

profit organization and the work of IEEE Photonics Society
volunteers.
Lack of suitable home lighting has been linked to health
problems, illiteracy, and poverty. Not only do students need
lights for reading, local businesses need lighting to continue their work during dark hours, women delivering babies at night need clean lights, and people traveling to the
latrine or getting water at night often fear for their safety
without lighting.
One Unite to Light partner received lights in Uganda for
students in writing workshops. She discovered that the villagers were having a problem with wild elephants entering the
village at night destroying their gardens. Elephants associate
lights at night with hunters and will flee when they see lights.
By using these small solar lights from Unite to Light, the villagers are now able to ward off elephants without harming the
creatures. They can protect their gardens and co-exist peacefully with the elephants.
After the initial small lights were invented and shipped
to locations around the world, the Unite to Light team of
volunteer engineers and students set out to invent its second product, the UTL-C (combination phone Charger and
solar light). Cell phone usage in developing countries has
now reached epic proportions. People around the world are
using their cell phones for a variety of purposes, especially
for texting and taking pictures and others use their phones
to get political, consumer and health information. Mobile
technology is also changing economic life in parts of Africa,
where many are using cell phones to make or receive payments. (Pew Research Report)
Last year, IEEE supported the distribution of 100 solar
lamps to a school in Tanzania. This year, lights sponsored by

Photo Source: Unite to Light; Tanzanian student continuing his
studies in dark hours with a solar light invented by IEEE volunteers and students.

Photo Source: Unite to Light; Distribution of Rotary Club and
IEEE sponsored lights to the children of the Badjao Tribe of the
Philippines.

© Gisela Voss; lukeslights.org

In 2009, a professor from
Ghana approached Dr. John
Bowers, IEEE Photonics Society Fellow, and asked, “Can
you do something good for
the world?” It seemed that
the students in many Ghanaian schools could not study
after dark without breathing
in the unhealthy smoke from
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IEEE and the Photonics Society have been delivered to the
Philippines where it is usual for a woman to cook using a kerosene lamp and the smoke she inhales does not allow her to
taste the food she prepares. An additional 50 UTL-C and 500
lights were recently delivered to Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa, where 14,000 students do not have light for reading in
their homes. The support of IEEE has allowed an orphanage
in Malawi (that has recently experienced disastrous flooding)

to receive 300 small solar lights. In the midst of disaster, there
will be a bright light in their lives.
Entering its fifth year, the Unite to Light staff and volunteers hope to reach a million people. After all, the UN has
declared this the International Year of Light.
Help Unite to Light shine on and your peers continue their
work for help those in need.
Learn how here: http://www.unite-to-light.org

IEEE MCE Conference Organizer
Education Program
The IEEE Meetings,
Conferences and Events
Department has made
the organizing experience
easier, more effective, and
enjoyable by providing
learning opportunities for
conference organizers and
volunteers of all experience levels, locations, organizational
units, or role.
IEEE’s education offerings allow organizers to conveniently
and easily gain understanding of the principles and skills necessary for running an IEEE sponsored conference. Learn what
is required, review standards and “best practices”. The IEEE
staff encourages you to take the time up front to learn what
the most efficient methods and tools to use when planning and
executing your conference. You will end up saving valuable
time by using the most current applications and implementing
proven best practices from the start.

Educational Webinar Series
Monthly one-hour webinars are designed to inform and educate
organizers, with topics ranging range from ‘basics’ to ‘advanced
skills’. Attendees can expect to take away practical and useful
information, along with hands on knowledge and skills. You
can also ask questions and receive immediate feedback. Sessions
will be recorded and available on a replay basis, as well.

On-Demand Education Modules
Self-paced, online courses provide organizers with in-depth information and skills on specific conference functions or roles.
Narrated by a subject matter expert, the modules are under 45
minutes in length, including knowledge checks and a final quiz.
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Currently available courses include: IEEE Conference
Sponsorship Overview; Managing Your Conference’s Finances;
IEEE Conference Publications Overview; and, Technical Program Development Overview. These courses are available in
the IEEE Center for Leadership Excellence (CLE) and require registration with an IEEE Account. Professional Development Hours are offered upon completion.

Conference Leadership Workshops
Workshops enable deeper discussion and exploration of conference principles and topics through presentation, discussion
and exercises. Workshops are customized by MCE to meet your
needs and achieve your goals from the beginner to the expert
level conference organizers.
MCE Train the Trainer Workshop—An OU, Region,
Section, Society etc. organizes and delivers material provided
by MCE. This includes agendas, communication materials,
‘course’ content – with speaker notes and scripts, exercises and
feedback surveys.
MCE Led Workshop—IEEE MCE provides leaders and
materials to assist the OU in delivering and guiding the workshop and discussions. Note: The local OU host is responsible
for the cost of the workshop arrangements and coordinating
the communication and registration of participants
To learn more, visit the Conference Education Resources
webpage, which includes the listing of conference education
webinars: http://bit.ly/1zC6c0A
To register for On-Demand Conference Education,
visit the IEEE CLE at www.ieee-elearning.org/CLE/.
If you are interested in Conference Leadership
Workshops, please contact Kevin Hanft, Senior Manager, Conference Organizer Education and Engagement at
k.hanft@ieee.org.
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IYL 2015 Blog Spotlight:
Lighting the Future Takes More than Just Bright Ideas
Dr. Yan Zheng
You just got a new cellphone, but before you
know it you’re seeing ads
for the next gen model
and you haven’t even figured out how to change
the background of your
current phone. It might
seem like the progression of technology is a relentless juggernaut. However, the truth is it takes a lot to keep innovation
moving and many of today’s best tools happen to take advantage of the new advancements in photonics, an ever growing
field.
Take the task of handling the growing mass of data on the
Internet, for example. Let’s say you spent a minute reading this
post. Well, according to Intel in that minute the world could
have listened to 31,773 hours of music, shared 3.3 million
pieces of content on Facebook, or watched 138,889 hours of
videos on YouTube! This explosion of data wouldn’t be possible without photonics. That is, lasers to create super-highways
of information, high-speed modulators to pack the data onto
these highways, fiber optical cables to send photons crisscrossing the globe, and detectors to convert photons back to electrons for our computers to read.
What’s amazing is that for nearly four decades scientists and
engineers have been able to discover better and faster ways to
send data with light, which has been one of the key reasons
why the internet has been able to grow the way that it has.
For example, if we were to get our hands on the recently announced high-speed single laser transmitters from the Technical University of Denmark, we would be able to achieve a
record breaking data transmission of 43 Terabits per second
(that’s 43 trillion ones and zeros) over a single fiber or equivalent to sending the Avatar Blu-ray DVD in just 8.8 seconds!
Photonics is also making its mark in new fields like autonomous vehicles. Take a look at Google’s self-driving car
and you will notice a large cone on the roof spinning around
at hundreds of revolutions per minute. That cone is actually a Velodyne laser system designed to create an image of
the environment by measuring the distance between the car
and nearby objects using a technique called light illuminated
distance and ranging, or LIDAR. This technology operates
much like the use of microwaves and RADAR, but due to the
wavelength of light it is hundreds of times smaller than that
of microwaves used in commercial RADAR systems. The images LIDAR creates have far better resolution. But there’s a
catch: LIDAR systems can be very expensive. The Velodyne
system Google uses on their self-driving car costs three times
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as much as the car itself ($80k)! Luckily, researchers at the
University of California, Berkeley might have a solution. By
integrating all the photonic components of a typical LIDAR
system into a semiconductor chip the size of a quarter, they
think they can significantly cut down on the cost and size of
these systems.
There are many more amazing innovations in photonics that
are poised to change the way we live and work. However, getting scientific discoveries from the lab to the field has always
been a difficult task due to the lack of infrastructure, funding
or a qualified workforce to bridge this gap - also known as the
‘valley of death’. That is why the recent announcement by the
White House for the creation of a photonics focused Institute
for Manufacturing Innovation is not only exciting, but crucial.
The Integrated Photonics Institute for Manufacturing Innovation (IP-IMI), supported by the National Photonics Initiative
(NPI), will be a $220M program headed by the U.S. Department of Defense with matching funds from industry. The goal
is to develop an industrial commons that will serve as a central
hub for research and innovation in photonics.
The United States isn’t the only country thinking about
how to strategically invest in photonics. The European Union
invested nearly €460M euros on photonics research under the
EU Framework 7 Programme and will likely continue under
their new research and development plan, Horizon 2020.
China also sees photonics as an important field for not only
advancing its manufacturing capabilities, but also to discover
new disruptive technologies. In a recent interview, the chief
scientist of China’s National Basic Research program stated
that Chinese investment in optics and laser related programs
has increased 20% and is now at a staggering $3.2B.
From powering the internet to being a key technology in
the automation revolution, there is a lot that photonics can do
and I haven’t even mentioned energy efficient lighting, noninvasive health monitoring, or even mapping the universe! Let’s
be ready for it by thinking about how to apply these ideas to
today’s challenges and making future policies that will help us
leverage tomorrow’s innovations.

Author Bio
Dr. Yan Zheng is a technology consultant in
the field of microelectronics and photonics.
He supports U.S. government agencies in developing innovative technologies. Dr. Zheng
regularly works with universities, small businesses, and government laboratories on projects aimed at addressing the needs of the
commercial sector and national defense.
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Bill Jemison Named Dean of Coulter
School of Engineering at Clarkson University
Professor Dr. Bill Jemison,
IEEE fellow and Vice Provost
for Research and Chair of Electrical & Computer Engineering
at Clarkson University, has been
named dean of the Wallace H.
Coulter School of Engineering,
effective July 1st.
Jemison started his tenure
at Clarkson as chair of Electrical & Computer Engineering in
2010. He was named Clarkson’s
Vice Provost for Research in
2012, continuing to serve as chair. Prior to joining Clarkson,
Jemison’s work experience included 25 years of combined government, industry, and academic experience at the Naval Air
Warfare Center, Lockheed Martin Corporation, Orbit/FR and
Lafayette College.
Jemison received Clarkson’s Eta Kappa Nu Outstanding
Teaching Award in 2011. He also has received research awards
from the Naval Air Warfare Center and Lafayette College, and
three IEEE Lehigh Valley Section Outstanding Advisor Awards.

As an IEEE Fellow, Jemison’s research interests include
microwave photonic systems, antenna design, radar systems,
wireless and optical communications systems, lidar systems,
and biological applications of microwaves and photonics. He
represents Clarkson on several regional technology and economic development initiatives that address smart grid, cyber,
and advanced manufacturing.
Jemison has authored many technical publications, holds
several U.S. patents, and has served as a consultant to industry.
His research has been funded by the National Science Foundation, the Office of Naval Research, and the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation.
He received his Ph.D. in electrical engineering from
Drexel University, his Master of Science degree in Engineering Science from the Pennsylvania State University, and his
Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from
Lafayette College.
Join the IEEE Photonics Society in congratulating Dr. Bill
Jemison on this great achievement!
*Experts from April 9, 2015 ©2015 Clarkson University News
Article.

National Science Foundation Names Engineering
Researcher Andrea Alù the Alan T. Waterman
Awardee for 2015
The National Science Foundation (NSF)
advanced our understanding of artificial mahas named Andrea Alù, an engineering
terials and their wave interactions and promprofessor at the University of Texas at Ausises to yield further significant results.”
tin as the recipient of this year’s Alan T.
In 2012, Alù’s group at the UniverWaterman Award.
sity of Texas was able to show for the first
Alù is a leading innovator in metamatetime invisibility of a three-dimensional
rials, or artificial materials with properties
object, using radio waves. Normally,
and wave interactions not found in nature,
waves bounce off the surface of an oband plasmonics, the study of how light
ject. In the case of visible-spectrum light
waves, that interaction is what allows a
interacts with the surface of nanoscale obhuman to see an object. When the group
jects. He is best known for his pioneering
research in metamaterial theory and ap- Photo Source: Cockrell School of Engi- applied its metamaterial cloak to a cylinplications. Among the many accomplish- neering, The University of Texas at Austin der, waves went through as if the object
were not there, making it invisible to raments Alù and his team have achieved are
dar and other technologies that sense radio waves. The team’s
“cloaking” technologies capable of “bending” electromagnetic
measurements showed total transparency, even for viewing
waves around objects, with the overall effect of rendering those
at different angles or from a very close position. If a cloaked
objects invisible to sensors.
object were placed between an observer and an approaching
“The Waterman Award was created 40 years ago to recognize
wave, the observer would see the wave, but not the object.
outstanding young researchers,” NSF Director France A. CórdoThe team developed two methods of cloaking, “plasmonic
va said. “Dr. Alù’s research is an example of the type of pioneercloaking” and “mantle cloaking,” and has already shown how
ing spirit the award seeks to identify. His research has already
June 2015
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those can be used to create “invisible sensors,” antennas that can
avoid detection but still receive signals. The technology could
be applied to near-field microscopes, drastically improving biomedical sensors and measurements, or to innovations such as
rooftop antennas that would not interfere with each other.
“Since the start of my graduate studies, I have been fascinated by the exotic interactions of man-made materials
with light and electromagnetic radiation,” Alù said. “One
of their most fascinating properties to me is the way they
can modify how light is scattered or diffused around an object, and back in 2005 we realized how these properties may
be cleverly used to suppress the visibility of objects. Since
then, there has been a lot of work in the area, and my group
has been at the forefront of this field of research, proposing
several approaches to realize transparent objects for various
wavelengths of interest.”
Alù’s group has worked to find applications for its research
in a number of different areas of industry and has sought to
identify the realistic potential and relevant limitations of the
cloaking technology. In recent years, Alù and his team have
introduced other innovative possibilities offered by metamaterials, including the possibility of inducing large isolation and
non-reciprocal propagation of sound and light in compact integrated devices, the realization of giant nonlinearities in thin
metamaterials and the concept of metamaterials that can compute mathematical operations as light travels through them.
His group has shown the concepts behind invisible sensors

may be applied beyond electromagnetic waves, to acoustic,
mechanical and matter waves and has put forward ideas of using plasmonic cloaks at the nanodevice scale.
“Today metamaterials are a very active field of study, and
we are working on several new exciting developments in the
area,” he said. “For instance, there are many exciting uses of
low-scattering objects in telecommunications, bio-medicine
and computing that we are currently pursuing.”
He will receive $1 million over five years to continue his
research.
Alù has received awards and recognition from a diverse
group of technical societies, including the IEEE, OSA, SPIE,
President of the Republic of Italy, International Union of Pure
and Applied Physics, International Union of Radio Science and
NSF. Alù is a fellow of IEEE and serves as an associate editor of five journals, including the IEEE Antennas and Wireless
Propagation Letters.
He received Laurea, M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Roma Tre in 2001, 2003 and 2007, respectively. After spending a year as a postdoctoral fellow at the University
of Pennsylvania, he joined The University of Texas at Austin
faculty in 2009.
The Waterman Award was presented to Alù at a dinner ceremony held in Washington, D.C., on May 5.
*Experts from April 16, 2015 ©The National Science Foundation press release.

Member Elevations: How to Become
a Senior Member
Senior member is the highest grade for which IEEE members can apply. IEEE members can self-nominate, or be nominated, for senior member grade. Prospective members who
would like to apply directly for Senior Member grade should
join IEEE and then submit the Senior member Application
Form as an IEEE member number is required on the senior
member application. There is no additional fee to apply for
senior member grade.
To be eligible for application or nomination, candidates
must: be engineers, scientists, educators, technical executives,
Alan S Fisher—Usa
Alejandro J Martinez Abietar—Spain
Ashwin K Iyer—Canada
Carl Dohrman—Usa
Carrie M Bartsch—Usa
Chris Hrivnak—Usa
Daniel Feezell—Usa
Demetris L Geddis—Usa
Derek Nesset—United Kingdom
Elaine Wong—Australia
Eric Tournie—France
Fred Whitney—Usa
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or originators in IEEE-designated fields; have experience reflecting professional maturity; have been in professional practice for at least ten years; show significant performance over
a period of at least five of their years in professional practice.
A checklist of Senior Member eligibility guidelines
and application deadlines, can be found here: http://bit.
ly/1q7k4cW
The following IEEE Photonics Society Members (IPS)
have been elevated to senior member from October 2014 to
April 2015:

Harrie A C Tilmans—Belgium
Jiajia Chen—Sweden
Jian Wang—China
Jing Zhang—Singapore
John C Jackson—Ireland
Juan C Juarez—Usa
Klaus Grobe—Germany
Lingze Duan—Usa
Lisa A Huff—Usa
Macaulay E Osaisai—Usa
Makoto Yamada—Japan
Michael J Connelly—Ireland

Moulay Akhloufi—Canada
Nghia Nguyen-Huu—Canada
Patrick Kung—Usa
Ran Hao—China
Ravi M Todi—Usa
Seongsin Kim—Usa
Shadi Alboon—Jordan
Shilong Pan—China
Sorin Tibuleac—Usa
Wei Li Zhang—China
Wim T Bogaerts—Belgium
Xudong Jiang—Usa
June 2015

Benefits of Senior Membership

The IEEE and its respected societies are committed to recognizing the professional achievement and advancement of its
members.
Senior Member Elevation honors come in many forms:
Senior member plaque: All newly elevated Senior members have received an engraved Senior Member plaque to be
proudly displayed for colleagues, clients and employers to see.
The plaque, an attractive fine wood with bronze engraving, is
sent within six to eight weeks after elevation.
US$25 coupon: IEEE will recognize all newly elevated
Senior members with a coupon worth up to US$25. This coupon can be used to join one new IEEE society. The coupon
expires on 31 December of the year in which it is received.
Letter of commendation: A letter of commendation
will be sent to your employer on the achievement of senior

member grade (upon the request of the newly elected Senior
member).
Announcements: Announcement of elevation can be made
in section/society and/or local newsletters, newspapers and
notices.
Leadership Eligibility: Senior members are eligible to
hold executive IEEE volunteer positions.
Ability to refer other candidates: Senior members can
serve as a reference for other applicants for senior membership.
Review panel: Senior members are invited to be on the
panel to review senior member applications.
US$25 referral coupon: Newly elevated Senior members
are encouraged to find the next innovators of tomorrow and invite them to join IEEE. Invite them to join and the new IEEE
member will receive $25 off their first year of membership.
Awards: Every year the IEEE Photonics Society awards
one chapter that highly encourages member-grade advancements with their local community. The award aims to promote networking and education opportunities; encourage
membership grade advancement within the society; simplify
the application process for members; offer financial incentives and increased benefits for senior membership participants. The society honors the chapter with an honorarium of
$200, which this presented annually at the IEEE Photonics
Conference.

IEEE Nominate a Senior Member Initiative
The Nominate a Senior
Member Initiative was
designed to encourage
all IEEE Sections and
Society Chapters to become actively involved
in promoting the senior member grade. This initiative aims to: encourage grade
advancement in IEEE; simplify the application process; offer
financial incentives for approved senior member applications;
and offer increased benefits for senior membership.
Chapters should encourage senior membership elevation for many reasons. Senior members become more invested in volunteer activities at a leadership level and have
an average retention rate of 98%. Also, many executive
volunteer offices require that a member hold Senior Member grade. The more distinguished members your chapter

June 2015

holds may help give your chapter a bigger voice in the
community.
Deadline to qualify for the 2015 “Nominate a Senior
Member Initiative”, senior member applications and reference
forms must have been completed no later than 11 November 2015.
Nominating Sections and Societies that nominate at least
five successful new senior members will be awarded US$10
for each senior member they nominate who is approved for elevation to senior member in 2015. As a result, no rebate will
be awarded if it is for less than US$50. To be credited as the
nominating entity, the name of the Section or Society must be
entered in the nominations portion of the application form.
Rewards are tracked on an ongoing basis for all applications
received by 11 November 2015 and successfully approved by
the Admission and Advancement Committee. The incentive
reward payments to the successful nominating Sections and
Societies will be paid out in early 2016.
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Join Now, Pay Half Price:

Get Benefits Through the End of 2015
There is no better time to discover all that
an IEEE Photonics Society membership has to offer.
When you join now, you receive half off membership dues and all of the benefits
of membership through 31 December 2015.

Already an IEEE member?

Current IEEE members can receive a higher grade society membership for
as low $17 USD.

>>

Join Today: www.IEEE.org/ Membership

Get Connect, Stay Informed:

Founding Partner

PhotonicsSociety.org
PhotonicsConferences.org
Facebook.com/PhotonicsSociety
Twitter: @IEEEPhotonics
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Conferences

IEEE Photonics Society
2015 Conferences
28th Annual Conference of the IEEE Photonics Society
4-8 October 2015
Hyatt Regency Reston, Reston, Virginia USA
Paper Submission Deadline: 4 May 2015
www.IPC-IEEE.org

Summer Topicals Meeting Series
13-15 July 2015
British Colonial Hilton, Nassau Bahamas
www.SUM-IEEE.org

12th International Conference on Group IV Photonics
26-28 August 2015
Pinnacle Vancouver Harbourside Hotel, Vancouver, British Columbia Canada
Vancouver, British Columbia Canada
www.GFP-IEEE.org

12th Avionics and Vehicle Fiber-Optics and Photonics Conference
10-12 November 2015
The Fess Parker, Santa Barbara, California USA
Paper Submission Deadline: 10 June 2015
www.AVFOP-IEEE.org

For more information visit:
PhotonicsConferences.org
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— c a l l F o r pa p e r S —

Summer
TopicalS
meeTing SerieS

2015
13-15 July

BriTiSH colonial HilTon
nassau, Bahamas
general chair:
Weidong Zhou, university of Texas at arlington, uSa
general chair elect:
Zetian mi, mcgill university, canada

www.sum-ieee.org
www.photonicsconferences.org
www.photonicssociety.org
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12

th

I n t e r n at I o n a l

C o n fe r e n C e

o n

2015
g r o u P I V P h oto n I C s

26-28
AUGUST
Pinnacle Vancouver harbourside hotel
Vancouver, British Columbia
general ChaIr:
PaVel CheBen
National Research Council,
Canada

PrograM ChaIr:
anDY KnIghts
McMaster University,
Canada

www.GFP-IEEE.org
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IPC

2015

28th IEEE Photonics Conference

4-8
October
Hyatt Regency Reston
Reston, Virginia
USA
General Chair
Martin Dawson
University of Strathclyde, Scotland

Member-at-Large
Thomas Clark
JHU Applied Laboratory, USA

Program Chair
Hilmi Volkan Demir
NTU Singapore and Bilkent University, Turkey

www.IPC-IEEE.org
www.PhotonicsConferences.org
www.PhotonicsSociety.org
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Avionics and Vehicle Fiber-Optics and Photonics Conference

2015

10-12 november

The Fess Parker Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA USA

PA P E R S U B m I S S I O n d E A d L I n E : 1 0 j U n E 2 0 1 5

Gregory Abbas, General Chair
EOSPACE, USA
Michael Hayduk, Program Chair
Air Force Research Laboratory, USA

www.AVFOP-IEEE.org
www.PhotonicsSociety.org
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IEEE Photonics
Society
Co-Sponsored
Events
Information
Technology
Solutions

Photonics North

2015

9-11 June 2015
Photonics North 2015
Ottawa, Canada
PhotonicsNorth.com

CLEO Europe

21-25 June 2015
Conference on Lasers and Electro-Otpics Eurpoean Quantum
Electronics Conference Munich, Germany
CLEOEurope.org

OECC

28 June – 2 July 2015
2015 Opto-Electronics and Communications Conference
Shanghai, China
OECC2015.sjtu.edu.cn

CLEO PR

24-28- August 2015
The 11th Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics Pacific Rim
BEXCO, Busan, China
CLEOPR2015.org

UCMMT

14-16 September 2015
8th UK, Europe-China Workshop on Millimeter Waves and THz
Technology
Cardiff, United Kingdom
sites.cardiff.ac.uk/ucmmt2015

PS

22-25 September 2015
Photonics in Switching
Florence, Italy
PS2015.com

WOCC

23-24 October 2015
The 24th Wireless and Optical Communication Conference
Taipei, Taiwan
wocc.org/wocc2015

MWP

26-29 October 2015
2015 International Topical Meeting on Microwave Photonics
Paphos, Cyprus
mwp2015.org

June 2015

PVSC

14-19 June 2015
IEEE 42nd Photovoltaic Specialists Conference
New Orleans, Louisiana USA
IEEE-PVSC.org

ETOP

29 June—2 July 2015
Education and Training in Optics & Photonics
Bordeaux, France
ETOP2015.u-bordeaux.fr

OMN

2-6 August 2015
2015 International Conference on Optical MEMS and Nanophotonics
Jerusalem, Israel
OMN2015.org

NUSOD

7-11 September 2015
15th International Conference on Numerical
Simulation of Optoelectronic Devices
Taipei, Japan
NUSOD.org/2015

Sarnoff Symposium

20-22 September 2015
2015 36th IEEE Sarnoff Symposium
New Jersey, USA
ewh.ieee.org/conf/sarnoff/2015

IEM OPTRONIX

16-17 October 2015
2015 2nd International Conference on Opto-Electronics
and Applied Optics
Vancouver, Canada
iem.edu.in/iem_optronix

MOC

25-28 October 2015
2015 20th Microoptics Conference
Fukuoka, Japan
Comemoc.com/moc15

ICMAP

11-13 December 2015
2015 International Conference on Microwave and Photonics
Dhanbad, India
ICMAP2015.org
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Publications

** Submission Deadline: July 15th, 2015 **
Announcement of an Issue of the IEEE/OSA
Journal of Lightwave Technology on:

OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS

The IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Technology invites manuscript submissions in the area of Optical Interconnects. This special issue of the IEEE Journal of Lightwave Technology on Optical Interconnects covers many of the leading edge technologies and
research that may lead to answers to some of the key interconnect bottleneck questions and provide solutions that can be leveraged
in future generations of products. This special issue will be coupled to the 2015 IEEE OI conference. The topics of this special issue
represent a broad mix of systems and devices, demos and implementations that both address major issues and advance the state-ofthe-art in short-reach optical interconnects for datacom.













bandwidth density
energy per bit, measured end-to-end at electrical interfaces with 10^-12 or -15 BER
embedded as well as board edge optics.
all waveguide types including multidirectional, hollow, plastic, PMF etc.
low cost high volume integration, assembly, package and test
low latency, FEC
effective modulation formats and supporting technology (Pam4, 16qam, ppm, etc)
integration platforms including chip stack, flip chip, wafer and chip bond, hybrids.
power and bandwidth adaptive technologies
optical switching, cut through and router bypass
software defined optical networking
signal quality, BW and power trade offs

Candidate technologies include, III-V, Si photonics and VCSELs, comb gen pulsed and cw lasers, ...
Modulation formats of any kind provided needed support electronics are feasible.
The Guest Editors for this issue are: Qinfen Hao, Huawei, Shenzhen, China 518129; Wei Jiang, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ,
USA 08854; Samuel Palermo, Texas A&M University, College Sta�on, TX, USA 77843; Ben Yoo, University of California – Davis,
Davis, CA, USA 95616
The deadline for submission of manuscripts is July 15th 2015. Please submit your paper to: h�p://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jlt‐
ieee and under Manuscript Type, select “Op�cal Interconnects 2016”. Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally
posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of authors uploading their nal les in the ScholarOne Manuscripts submission system.
The nal copy‐edited and XML‐tagged version of a manuscript is posted on IEEE Xplore as soon as proofs are sent in by authors.
This version replaces the preprint and is usually posted well before the hardcopy of the issue is published. Hardcopy Publica�on is
scheduled for May/June 2016. All submissions will be reviewed in accordance with the normal procedures of the Journal. All ques‐
�ons should be sent to IEEE Photonics Society, Doug Hargis, d.hargis@ieee.org
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Announcement of an IEEE/OSA
Journal of Lightwave Technology Special Issue on:

The IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Technology presents a forum for authors to publish expanded
papers in a Special Issue on the 24th International Conference on OPTICAL FIBRE SENSORS. The
Chairs of the conference serve as Guest Editors in this endeavor.
On behalf of the Guest Editors and the Editor-in-Chief, we encourage you to submit an expanded version
of your accepted conference paper to the journal. Typically, these papers are 5 to 7 pages in length.
Mandatory page charges of $260USD per page are enforced in excess of 7 pages. This paper would
appear in an upcoming JLT special issue titled "OFS 24." Normally, a large number of invitees take
advantage of the opportunity. Based on this, we hope you will be able to submit such a paper. Tutorial
presenters will be invited individually. Tutorial review papers can range up to 16 pages in length. The
print issue is Sept/Oct 2016 with accepted papers posted online and citable within 1 week of author final
file upload.

Submissions by website only: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jlt-ieee
Manuscript Type: “OFS24”
Submission questions: Doug Hargis, Journal of Lightwave Technology d.hargis@ieee.org
• Physical, Mechanical, and Electromagnetic Sensors
• Chemical, Environmental, Biological and Medical Sensors and Biophotonics
• Interferometric and Polarimetric Sensors including Gyroscopes
• Micro- and Nano-structured Fiber Sensors including the Photonic Crystal Fibers and
Gratings Sensors
• Distributed Sensing; Multiplexing and Sensor Networking
• Smart Structures and Sensors including the SHM systems
• Sensor Application, Field Tests and Standardization
• New fibers, Devices and Subsystems for Photonic Sensing including the ones for
security and defense
• New Concepts for Photonic Sensing
Guest Editors: Prof. Wojtek J. Bock, University of Quebec; Prof. José Luis Fabris and Prof. Hypolito José
Kalinowski, Federal University of Technology – Paraná, Brazil.

Submission deadline:
18 December 2015
June 2015
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Announcing a Special Issue of the IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Technology on:
MICROWAVE PHOTONICS
Submission deadline: 15 January 2016 Publication: October
2016
Scope:
This special issue covers all topics in the interdisciplinary field of microwave photonics. Microwave photonics is
concerned with the use of photonic devices, systems and techniques for applications in microwave and mm-wave
engineering, and also encompasses the development of high-speed photonic components. The field is
experiencing a healthy period of growth, driven by the recent interest in integrated microwave photonics and the
development of mm-wave photonics for future 5G applications. Topics of interest include (but are not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•

Radio over fiber systems and techniques
Photonic techniques for microwave signal generation, distribution and processing
High-speed photonic devices
Integrated microwave photonics
Applications to: biomedical engineering, instrumentation, radar, astronomy and other fields.

A portion of this issue will feature expanded versions of accepted papers presented at the 2015 International
Topical Meeting on Microwave Photonics (MWP 2015) in Paphos, Cyprus from October 26-29, 2015. This
meeting will include a workshop on “Radio-over-fiber for 5G and beyond – will it be digital, coherent or analog?”
A total of 9 invited papers and 1 tutorial reviews are envisaged, and we expect up to 41 regular papers. The
page limit for the invited papers will be ten pages, and seven pages for the regular papers. The tutorial reviews
will have a limit of 18 pages.

Submissions by website only: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jlt-ieee
Manuscript Type: “MWP2015”
Submission questions: Doug Hargis, Journal of Lightwave Technology d.hargis@ieee.org
The Guest Editors are: Andreas Stöhr, Universität Duisburg-Essen, Dalma Novak, Pharad LLC, Christina Lim,
University of Melbourne and Cyril Renaud, University College London.
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Biophotonics

Submission Deadline: August 1, 2015
Hard Copy Publication: May/June 2016
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of
Biophotonics. The purpose of this issue of JSTQE is to highlight the recent progress and trends in the development of leadingedge photonic technologies that address current challenges in biology and medicine. Since the invention of the microscope, light
has played a crucial role in the discovery of phenomena in all forms of life, from single-celled organisms to humans. Here we
are looking for submissions that describe optically-based technologies that push the current capabilities of sensing, metrology,
and imaging in biological environments. Successful submissions should describe technologies that are either directly used for or
motivated by a need for quantitative insight in biological systems with high impact in biology and/or medicine.
Specific areas of interest include (but are not limited to):








Super-resolution and single-molecule techniques including cellular, intracellular, and molecular optical imaging
Minimally-invasive in vivo optical imaging including photo-acoustic, photo-thermal, diffuse-photon, OCT, speckle,
hyper-spectral, confocal and multi-photon for endoscopic, translational, and clinical applications
Spectroscopy-based biophotonics techniques including fluorescence, Raman, elastic scattering, evanescent-wave,
and near-/mid-IR spectroscopy
Optical trapping in biological media
Other optical methods for sensing and quantitative studies in biological media
Nanoparticles with unique optical properties used for biological sensing / contrast agents or therapy
Photonic signal processing for estimation/quantification in biological media

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Amy Oldenburg, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA. The Guest Editors
are: Yu Chen, University of Maryland, USA, Diego Krapf, Colorado State University, USA, Anita Mahadevan-Jansen,
Vanderbilt University, USA, Jannick Rolland, University of Rochester, USA, and James Tunnell, University of Texas at Austin,
USA.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded
by the author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully
citable. Once available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This
usually occurs well before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the
online publication; the same article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously
published papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified
by clearly stating the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Nanobiophotonics
Submission Deadline: October 1, 2015
Hard Copy Publication: July/August 2016
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area
of Nanobiophotonics. The purpose of this issue of JSTQE is to highlight the recent progress and trends in the
development of leading-edge nanobiophotonics technologies. Areas of interest include (but are not limited to):
Ultrahigh-resolution optical nanoimaging and nanoscopy beyond the diffraction limit in the nanoscale range
Novel nanoscale imaging technology such as Correlative Light-Electron Microscopy (CLEM)
Live cell and in-vivo cellular/molecular nanobiophotonics imaging and sensing
Single molecule spectroscopy and imaging
Plasmonic, quantum-dot, and nanoparticle based probes for biosensing/imaging
Nanoparticle-enhanced optical diagnostics and therapeutics
Advanced nanobiophotonics for cancer imaging, brain mapping, and other biomedical applications
Optical manipulation of nanoparticles
Nanophotonic components and techniques for optogenetic manipulation of neural activity
Novel nanobiomaterials engineered for photonics applications
Lab-on-chip based nanobiophotonics systems
Passive and active photonic devices for biosensing and chemical sensing
The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Yu Chen, University of Maryland, USA. The Guest Editors are Filbert Bartoli,
Lehigh University, USA, Xudong Fan, University of Michigan USA, J. Quincy Brown, Tulane University, USA, Gabriel
Popescu, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA, and David Sampson, University of Western Australia,
Australia.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being
uploaded by the author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them
and are fully citable. Once available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on
IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned
to them to accelerate the online publication; the same article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed
paper). Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of
all authors are mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and
previously published papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of
similarity are justified by clearly stating the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Preliminary Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Parity-Time Photonics

Submission Deadline: December 1, 2015
Hard Copy Publication: September/October 2016
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics invites manuscripts that document the current state-of-the-art in ParityTime Photonics. Recent theoretical and experimental developments have demonstrated that ideas spawned from “Parity-Time Symmetry
Breaking” considerations have influenced a wide community of optics experimentalists, laser designers and photonic technologists advancing
the state-of-the-art in ultrafast reconfigurable photonic integrated circuits and next generation ultrafast low energy consumption light emitters.
The field came to exist from the merging of two avenues; first it judiciously solved one of the classic problems of the high loss optical
metamaterials structures, and, second, translated ideas from quantum field theory into the paraxial approximation for propagation of
electromagnetic waves. The parity-time paradigm was originally introduced in the framework of optical systems and next-generation photonic
integrated circuits in the late 2000’s. A series of manuscripts showed that it is possible even for non-hermitian hamiltonians to exhibit an entirely
real eigenvalue spectrum, as long as they are parity-time symmetric. The key question that the optics community posed was whether such
concepts were realized and implemented in the context of guided-wave optics. The answer was affirmative and such results can be achieved via
judicious designs that involve a delicate combination of optical gain or loss regions. Novel findings were investigated including abrupt phase
transitions, band merging, double refraction, beam splitting, power oscillations, non-reciprocity, phase-dislocations and discrete solitons.
Our special issue aims at showcasing all developments in this area. We will consider theoretical, numerical, and experimental papers that cover
but are not limited to these topics:
(A1) novel lasers and large scale photonic integrated circuits
(A2) optical isolators
(A3) photonic topological insulators,
(A4) plasmonic circuits based on parity-time designs,
(A5) coherent absorbers, couplers etc.
The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Vassilios Kovanis, Virginia Tech, and the Guest Editors are Jennifer Dionne, Stanford University,
Anton Desyatnikov, Australian National University and Demetrios Christodoulides, CREOL, University of Central Florida.
The deadline for submission of manuscripts is December 1, 2015. Hardcopy publication of the issue is scheduled for September/October
2016.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by the
author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well
before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the same
article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following document are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published
papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly stating
the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Silicon Photonics

Submission Deadline: February 1, 2016
Hard Copy Publication: November/December 2016
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscripts in the area of Silicon Photonics. The
technology was envisioned with the fundamental premise that Silicon would provide the most mature integration technology and product
platform. These potentials have been echoed by many technical reports along with exciting press releases for various applications and markets
sectors with new opportunities in exploration. These are evidenced by the previous special issues of JSQTE, documenting the progress from
devices levels towards sophisticated integrated circuits. For last few years, the industry has been witnessing many exciting demonstrations of
Silicon Photonic based product prototyping from major players and particularly start-ups. The push for Silicon Photonics has taken place from
various angles, e.g., from long haul to medium, short distance data-centers which is also exploring various architectures keeping in view of this
new enabler strategically. Silicon Photonics is not only considered from cost or foot print angle competing with existing products, but also
leverages benefits of high level of integration and low power consumption to enable next generation products. These strongly suggest the
Silicon Photonics being a promising technology not only with viable technical sense, but also with commercial perspective for the next
generation energy-efficient, high-speed computing, information processing and communication systems.
Our special issue aims to continuously showcase the new developments in this area. The following topics are suggested but not limited:
Exploration from system and new architectures perspective (e.g., data center, servers) with Silicon Photonics technologies
Active and passive devices (e.g., waveguide structures, switches, WDMs, resonators, modulators, photodetectors, amplifiers, light
sources, and sensors; sub-wavelength structures); New developments in area of photonic crystals, plasmonics;
Integrated optical circuits for datacom, RF-photonics, WDM networks and coherent communications with high baud rate devices and
high-order modulation format;
Strategy and implementation status of optoelectronic integration (e.g., III-V laser, organic-Si devices, Isolators, optical-interposer,
2.5D/3D IC), and thermal management;
Efforts in the technology development towards productization, e.g., low cost packaging, design enablement, test and yield enhancement;
Quantum photonics devices and integrated circuits and their applications in communication and future computing;
Novel concepts in device and integrated photonic circuits and applications, e.g., aerospace, automotives, bio-imaging, bio-photonics,
non-linear, mid-IR, spectrometers, opto-mechanical and opto-acoustic sensors, and
Silicon photonic theory, modeling and simulations.
The Guest Editors are Guo Qiang Lo, Institute of Microelectronics/A*STAR/Singapore; Young Kai Chen, Bell Labs, Alcatel-Lucent, USA;
Andrew Poon, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong; and Takahiro Nakamura, PETRA, Japan, and Tao Chu,
Institute of Semiconductors Chinese Academy of Sciences, P. R. China.
The deadline for submission of manuscripts is February 1, 2016. Hardcopy publication of the issue is scheduled for Nov./Dec. 2016.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by the
author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well
before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the same
article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following document are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published
papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly stating
the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Preliminary Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

2D Material Optoelectronics
Submission Deadline: April 1, 2016
Hard Copy Publication: Jan/Feb 2017

The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of
2D Material Optoelectronics. The purpose of this issue of JSTQE is to highlight the recent progress and trends in the
research of 2D optical materials and devices. Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms assembled in a honey-comb lattice, has
attracted significant attention from photonics community since 2004, due to its strong interaction with light and potential
applications in a broad wavelength range. Other than metallic graphene, transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) and
insulating hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) also exhibit very interesting optical properties and are widely explored. Recently the
rediscovered 2D layered black phosphorus with a widely tunable bandgap by layer number has joined the 2D materials family,
leading to new opportunities in optoelectronics. Collectively 2D materials with very different properties and their
heterostructures offer numerous opportunities for the discoveries of new optical science and the realization of novel optical
devices.
Specific areas of interest in 2D materials include (but are not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light emitting diodes and lasers
Photodetectors and modulators
Ultrafast optical phenomena
Plasmonics
Non-linear optics
Integrations of 2D and traditional materials
Applications of 2D materials in communications, imaging, and sensing

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Fengnian Xia, Yale University, USA. The Guest Editors are: TBA
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded
by the author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully
citable. Once available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This
usually occurs well before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the
online publication; the same article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an over length charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously
published papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified
by clearly stating the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Photonics Society
Mission Statement
Photonics Society shall advance the interests
of its members and the laser, optoelectronics,
and photonics professional community by:
• providing opportunities for information
exchange, continuing education, and
professional growth;
• publishing journals, sponsoring conferences, and supporting local chapter and
student activities;
• formally recognizing the professional
contributions of members;
• representing the laser, optoelectronics,
and photonics community and serving as
its advocate within the IEEE, the broader
scientific and technical community, and
society at large.

Photonics Society
Field of Interest
The Society’s Field of Interest is lasers, optical
and photonic devices, optical fibers, and associated lightwave technology and their systems
and applications. The society is concerned
with transforming the science of materials, optical phenomena, and quantum electronic devices into the design, development, and manufacture of photonic technologies. The Society
promotes and cooperates in the educational
and technical activities which contribute to
the useful expansion of the field of quantum
opto-electronics and applications.
The Society shall aid in promoting close cooperation with other IEEE societies and councils
in the form of joint publications, sponsorships
of meetings, and other forms of information
exchange. Appropriate cooperative efforts will
also be undertaken with non-IEEE societies.
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